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A Study of A. E. van Vogt 
by

(first of two installments)

A *
Diamond hard and bright - this is the thought van Vogt’s style calls 

to mind. Metallic words, crisp phrases, compact sentences. His writ
ing is arhythmic. It has about it no fluidity, no softness, no near-poet- 
ry. Van Vogt has no sense of the beautiful phrase, no love for the sub
tle image or the gentle allusion. His descriptions are literal and to the 
point. He uses few similies, fewer metaphors; rarely, a figure of 
speech.

Yet, out of this poetic barrenness he has created a peculiar and re
warding prose. He has fashioned a style which, despite its faults, re
presented the most distinctive science fiction writing published during 
those years that van Vogt's creative efforts were at their height.

A brief example should refresh our sense of its unique nature. A 
passage from ‘The Rull’, chosen because its meaning does not derive 
from the direct narration of the story’s action, is sufficient to the pur
pose:

‘The will to death is in all life. Every organic cell ecphorizes 
the inherited engrams of its inorganic origin. The pulse of life is 
a squamous film superimposed on anunde rlying matter so intricate 
in its delicate balancing of different energies that life itself is but 
a brief, vain straining against that balance.

‘For an instant of eternity, a pattern is attempted. It takes 
many forms, but these are apparent. The real shape is always 
a time and not a space shape. And that shape is a curve. Up and 
then down. Up from the darkness into thel'ght, then down again 
into the blackness.

‘The male salmon sprays his mist of milt on the eggs of the 
female. And instantly he is seized with a mortal melancholy. 
The male bee collapses from the embrace of the queen he has 
won, back into that inorganic mold from which he climbed for 
one single moment of ecstacy. In man, the fateful pattern is re
pressed into quadrillions of individual cells.

‘But the pattern is there. Waiting.'
beveral elements disturb our appreciation of van Vogt’s writing. A 

noticeable factor is his poor grammar - the use of singular pronouns 
for plural objects, and so on; a science fiction editor told me a few 
years ago that van Vogt was unfamiliar with the conditional clause, 
writing ‘If it was—’ for ‘If it were--’, so that he had to go through the 
manuscripts and correct them. These are symptoms of what seems to 
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be an uneven education, We find other evidence of it in his peculiar 
use of popular colloquialisms, words like ‘innards’ startling us by ap
pearing suddenly in the middle of one of his typically precise, antisep
tic paragraphs (twice in the magazine version of ‘World of A’, chapters 
four and twenty). Then, too, his use of slang shows that he has no real 
sense of its meaning: in the above-mentioned chapter twenty we also 
find the following paragraph:

‘The elevator they entered had distance-devouring qualities... 
Gosseyn’s intestinal fortitude strove to climb into his throat, and 
settled into position again only reluctantly as the acceleration 
ended. ’

Italics mine. Along with this quasi-American slang (embedded in state
ments characterized by a German fastidiousness) we find British 
phrases - not to mention such unusual words as ‘ecphorizes’, ‘squam
ous’ and ‘engrams’, used in our quotation in its pre-dianetic sense. 
...A pedantic schoolmaster trying unsuccessfully to play the regular 
fellow.

One of Damon Knight’s more interesting observations on van Vogt 
is that he is a writer without a sense of form. It is true that his stor
ies do not have an organic appearance. They do not seem to be artful 
elaborations on spontaneous fantasies or interesting situations. Van 
Vogt says of his writing, in his contribution to the science fiction writ
ing symposium, ‘Of Worlds Beyond’:

‘I write a story with full and conscious knowledge of technique. 
Whenever my mind blurs, no matter how slightly, on a point of 
technique, there my story starts to sag, and I have to go back, 
consciously thinkitover, spot the weakness, and repair it accord
ing to the principles by which I work.’
Van Vogt’s stories derive what form they do have from his mechan

ical methods of construction. He thinks of his story in terms of (what 
he calls) scenes of approximately 800 words each. Each scene has a 
specific purpose to accomplish, and the purpose of the first scene is 
usually the purpose of the story - the story initiator. The story is 
over the moment this initiating factor is solved or resolved. The sec
ond sequence introduces the first sub-plot. Every story, van Vogt ar
gues, even a short story, has at least one sub-plot. Longer stories 
have more, growing out of ‘character, atmosphere, and science.’ 
Nearly every such scene may introduce a new sub-plot. He feels that 
this gives tlSe story richness of content and variety, but another result 
is that his story loses all resemblance of order, all unity of appear
ance. His novels are usually unwieldy masses of words, events, at
mospheric contrivances and pseudoscientific explanations. His short 
stories, on the other hand, contain in far lesser degree the objection
able features of his writing, a few of them (in particular, ‘The Mon
ster’) being exceptional pieces of work.

His first serial, ‘Sian’, does not suffer so much from the defects in
herent in his other novels for the major reason that it has a more or 
less uncomplicated story line. Also, van Vogt wrote it as a series of 
alternating chapters, one series following the adventures of the hero, 
the other those of the heroine. Van Vogt used the same pattern in his 
second novel, ‘The Weapon Makers’, a chapter dealing with Captain 
Hedrock alternating with one dealing with Dan Neelan. But this time 
he was less successful, for in the case of ‘Sian’ the shape given the 
story by the alternating chapters had a definite meaning derived from 
the emotional relationship between the boy and the girl; the reader 
senses this and is pleased long before they meet. In ‘The Weapon Mak
ers', however, we simply have two stories taking place against the 
same background and connected by a variety of minuscule, meaningless 
themes. Our major impression is a sense of disorder.

It is van Vogt’s habit to include in his story every idea that occurs
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to him as he writes it. This is a part of his ‘complication technique’. 
For our purposes as analysts, this habit gives us a peculiar point-of- 
‘vantage’: for it enables van Vogt to easily embody in his story (and he 
makes use of this facility) those embarrassments and tensions created 
by the writing process, itself, thus permitting us to view at unexpected 
and sudden times frozen, candid image of the author in the act of creat
ing his story. Most often, these moments are merely expostulations by 
one or another of the story’s characters on the incredibility of the hap
penings in the story (as in the ‘improbability speculations’ in ‘Discord 
in Scarlet’ and the amazement of our hero as to the villain's naivity in 
the climactic scene of ’The Chroniclers’), but occasionally there are 
expressions of deeper self-consciousness.

After ‘World of A’ in 1945, van Vogt abruptly began writing a differ
ent type of story. This type was represented primarily by a new, leng
thy series of stories featuring a non-superman mutant, Clane Linn. It 
was during this period that the first serious inroads into his popularity 
were made. But the series, though generally considered to be dull, did 
attract some attention. Van Vogt was accused of having plaigerized 
Robert Graves’ historical novel, ‘I, Claudius’. A local wrjter declared 
that van Vogt had copied it ‘scene for scene’, and a friendAold van Vogt 
that Theodore Sturgeon had charged that the business was ‘scandalous’. 
Van Vogt’s answer was, ‘Tell Sturgeon that Roman history is not copy- 
rightf’ On looking over van Vogt’s library we see that he has in it 
many, if not most, of those same sources upon which Grayes based his 
account. We see that Graves obstensively had nothing uniquely his own 
which van Vogt must have stolen to have written the Clane Linn series. 
But it would be foolish to maintain that he wrote the stories independ
ently of ‘I, Claudius’: he was obviously strongly influenced by the book. 
Both are written, so to speak, in the same tone of voice, van Vogt’s 
style, never too dissimilar to Graves’, apparently being modified, 
whether intentionally or otherwise, closer to that in which ‘I, Claudius’ 
was written. The first two stories in the Linn series, though written in 
the third person, had brief terminating sentences in which the imper
sonal, omniscient narrator reveals himself as Clane Linn, himself. 
This seems to be an extension of Claudius’s habit of speaking of him
self for lengthy periods in the third person, then switching back to the 
first person.

With the exception of four pieces, this period (during which he was 
trying to write ‘human’ stories, I understand) was very unrewarding. 
These four exceptions, published in a row, were extraordinary in their 
quality: ‘Centaurus II’, ‘The Barbarian’ (though the weakest link in the 
chain, the strongest story in the Clane Linn series), ‘The Rull’, and 
‘The Monster’.

During this period, van Vogt began divorcing himself from the maga
zine which had so long been the sole publisher of his stories, Astounding 
Science Fiction. His work began to appear widely in other sources. The 
interesting thing about these stories is their lack of interest. A horribly 
dull novel appeared in Startling Stories, ‘The Shadow Men', much of it a 
re-hash of some of his ideas in an almost equally poor novel, ‘The 
Players of A', which was published previously in Astounding. His 
short novel, ‘The Weapon Shops of Isher', in Thrilling Wonder Stories, 
was not bad but it seems to me that that small popularity accorded to 
‘Project Spaceship’ in the same magazine was largely an expression of 
self congratulatory joy on the part of those who had previously never 
been able to understand a van Vogt story. And I found ‘Rogue Ship’ in 
Super Science Stories too contrived to be enjoyable. These magazines, 
themselves, were extremely enthusiastic about the stories: ‘A. E. van 
Vogt!’

But poor as these stories were they were still not defective in body



and spirit as was some of his still-later work, such as ‘The House That 
Stood Still’, ‘The Star-Saint’, ‘Haunted Atoms’, and ‘This Joe’. The 
last-named is one of the only two stories of his I know of which con
tain a direct contradiction on the visual level: Our hero is wearing an 
atmospheric pressure suit, yet when the wind gets cold he pulls up his 
collar more tightly about his ears (page 70, Marvel Science Fiction, 
August 1951). The other story is a late novelette in Astounding, ‘The 
Green Forest’, June 1949: Our protagonist, after his captors are dis
posed of by mutual enemies unaware of his existence, gets up off the 
ground and walks away - a difficult task, as his hands are tied to his 
feet and van Vogt has forgotten to undo him.

I am not sure what was responsible for this decline in the quality of 
his stories. I suspect that a major factor may lie in what was at one 
time his growing discontent with his former methods of writing. After 
the van Vogts moved to Southern California (‘Hollywood’) to live, he met 
several writers of what might be termed ‘a more professional charac
ter’ than himself. For example, Richard Sale, who, I am told, turns out 
about a million salable words a year - van Vogt was writing about one 
or two hundred thousand words a year. He was shaken. At some talks 
given in 1949, he described a new method for producing stories he was 
using: He would get an idea for a story; but instead of developing it im
mediately, he would let it germinate in his unconscious for a couple of 
days. Then, plucking it forth into the daylight of his scrutiny, he would 
discover that it had grown somewhat, that it had solidified. He would 
spend all that morning out in his backyard, talking the idea out to him
self, elaborating on it, explaining it. Next, that afternoon, he would 
outline it in the greatest detail possible. Then, the story was all set 
up; all he had to do, was to write it. I got the impression that this was 
merely a matter of two or three days work for a short story. He seems 
to have been pleased with the results of the method. These easier- 
written stories sold, receiving in at least one case a higher rate than 
Astounding had ever paid him.

Van Vogt’s magazine appearances have been few these past several 
years, largely because he has spent such a great amount of time revis
ing his serirfls for book publication and weaving connected novelettes of 
a series together to form a single novel. Comparisons between the 
magazine versions and the books are usually unfavorable to the latter. 
A particular case in point is the book version of ‘World of A’, which ac
cording to the publisher’s jacket blurb was ‘revised and expanded’; it 
was revised"'beyond doubt, but the only expansion discoverable is the 
adding of the article ‘The’, before the rest of the title. It’s about fif
teen thousand words shorter. Van Vogt went through this ninety thous
and word novel and cut out about every third sentence, and then added 
various scenes here and there, all with the purpose of explaining cer
tain mysteries and contradictions in the story which had confused so 
many readers of its magazine form. The chief result was a negative 
one. To anyone who had read the story previously with care, it now ap
peared butchered. ' Then, too, the basic lack of plausible motivation in 
this otherwise interesting novel was somewhat obscured in the book by 
the vast invisible areas in the story: the very lack of explanations gave 
a quasi-plausibility to everything. The explanations undid this.

A noticeable habit of van Vogt’s, in revising a story, is to dilute the 
strength or extremity of original statements and ideas; further explan
ations and justifications are sometimes added. These modifications 
detract from his story, just as his ability to modify so drastically 
shows what little real power his story as a whole holds'over his imag
ination; one suspects that it couldn’t have sprung from too deep a feel
ing. The most interesting example (of dilution) which comes to mind 
is the case of the ending of ‘The Seesaw’. Van Vogt presupposes as 
the story’s premise that forces are opposite and equal in time as well



as space. In the far future, a great building, a Weapons Shop, has been 
dislocated from its true time-position; to get back into it, it needs a 
long lever with a balance as the other end. The balance turns out to be 
a reporter from the twentieth century, McAllister. He is on one end of 
a seesaw of time, the Weapons Shop on the other - so that as it works 
back into correct time-position, by swinging back and forth in smaller 
and smaller arcs, the unfortunate McAllister on the other end of the 
seesaw is swinging back and forth in arcs of greater and greater dim
ension, his dangerous time-energy-mass increasing. Finally, he sees 
where this is going to end: ‘He would not witness but he would cause 
the formation of the planets.’ When the story was incorporated into 
‘The Weapon Shops of Isher’, this was changed to-- ‘He would not wit
ness but he would aid in the formation of the planets.’

B
In the foregoing section we have discussed the more obvious aspects 

of van Vogt’s writing. To a great extent, they are the characteristics 
which have been pointed out by nearly every observant person who has 
written or spoken about him at length. Now, we can forget about them 
and turn our attention to other matters.

In writing the present essay, I have the following problem: My ob
servations about van Vogt divide themselves into what are, more or 
less, two general sections, each of which, ideally, should serve as a 
background for the other. However, as they cannot be printed simul
taneously (running alongside one another like marginal comments upon 
each other) I have to decide which to present first. These two sections 
are, first, a description of his ideas and work in terms of a method in
vented by Kenneth Burke and, second, an investigation into his charac
ter as a person based upon that evidence afforded by his writings as 
well as first-hand experience. I have determined to present them in 
the order mentioned. The ‘investigations into his character’ is the 
longer one, and practical considerations suggest that it should be pub
lished separately. Then, too, for dramatic reasons, it should serve as 
the conclusion for our study.

Burke’s pentad is one of those remarkably simple devices which 
serve as a key to a complex world. The pentad is a method of gram - 
atically classifying and examining men’s statements concerning the 
nature of things, whether those statements are part of a formal philo
sophy or merely expressions of an unsystematized attitude towards 
the world. It is explained and used by Kenneth Burke in his book, ‘A 
Grammar of Motives’.

Most complete statements of an occurrence contain five descriptive 
components: Where it happened; what happened; who caused it to hap
pen, or who it happened to; how it happened; and why. In short, the five 
questions every school child is taught to ask himself when he writes a 
composition: Where, what, who, how, and why. And they are what are 
generally stated by any person who describes an event in detail, whether 
he is a Marxist or a Roman Catholic, a student of Geothe or a country 
store philosopher. To state the five terms another way, they are - 
Scene (where). Act (what), Agent (who), Agency (how), and Purpose 
(why). That is Burke’s pentad: Scene, Act, Agent, Agency and Purpose; 
these five words are the only technical terms you have to remember in 
this discussion.

What Burke points out is that different men emphasize different 
members of this pentad. One man might consider the Scene of an oc
currence very important - that is, the environment, situation, or con
text in which the Act took place. But another might tend to ignore 
Scene and emphasize the Agent involved. He further pointed out that 
people in their analysis of events usually state or imply a special re-



lationship between one of these aspects and another. For example, in 
describing the event one person might feel that the Act was in accord
ance with the nature of the Agent. Another person might automatically 
assume a connection between the Agent and the Purpose. Still another 
might act as if the Act reflected the nature of the Scene. What makes 
this observation significant is that a given person generally tends to 
consistently make such an emphasis, or assume such a connection 
This consistency gives us a basis for studying the origin and by-prod
ucts of the attitude, and to make predictions about future actions and 
reactions.

A person who always considered the Scene in accordance with the 
Act might be termed a Scene-Act thinker (placing the terms in the or
der in which they occurred in the original stating of the pentad) and a 
person who assumed a connection between the Act and the Agent might 
be said to show an Act-Agent attitude. I repeat that though all people 
‘know’ that all events contain these five components, they usually ig
nore all but one or two; and this one or two which they emphasize form 
their basic attitudes toward the world, the foundation of their philo
sophy. If we use all the possible combinations of the five terms, we 
find that there are ten such ‘basic attitudes’.

Two things should be noted about these systems. First, the hyphen 
which wordlessly expresses the ambiguous relationship between Act 
and Agent(,Act-Agent) or Agent and Purpose (Agent-Purpose) can gem- 
erally be interpreted as an expression of motivation. That is, the 
Scene-Agent thinker (the Marxist, for example) thinks of the Agent 
(person, object, and so on) not merely as being in accordance with the 
Scene (environment, situation) but as being motivated by it. Second, 
these correspondences should be noted between the separate terms of 
the pentad and various general philosophies: Where we find Scene 
stressed, there we find materialism; where we find Act, there we find 
realism; where we find Agent, there we find idealism; Agency, pragma
tism; Purpose, mysticism. And the combination of the terms can often 
be said to hold true - Scene-Agent thinking being materialistic-idealism 
or, if you prefer, idealistic-materialism.

A. E. van^Vogt is an Agent-Agency thinker.

We find such a rich abundance of material with which to demon
strate this conclusion that it’s difficult to know just where to begin. I 
suggest that^we commence by examining the term, Agency. I have 
found some sixteen synonyms for it - the most common ones being 
such words as instrument, medium, technique, and the most unlikely 
ones being such terms as catalyst, organ, and weapon. An Agency is a 
thing, act, or event whose purpose it is to accomplish an end. A ma
chine is an agency: Even when we’re interested in it as an object, we 
realize that its value lies not in itself but in something it's designed to 
do. And if we look at something but have a strong consciousness that 
it is a means to something beyond itself, we are thinking of that thing 
as an Agency. And if one is so inclined, he may see anything as having 
no basic value in itself, but only in its relationship to something else. 
That is the nature of Agency thinking in general, and Agent-Agency 
thinking in particular. Here, we shall use the two terms inter-change- 
ably.

In ‘Grammar of Motives’.(page 287), Burke writes:
‘Once Agency has been brought to the fore, the other terms 

readily accommodate themselves to its rule. Scenic materials 
become means which the organism employs in the process of 
growth and adaptation. The organism itself is a confluence of 
means, each part being at the service of the other parts. Reason 
becomes a means of adjustment. Empiricism can conform to 
the genius of Agency, in that the senses play a media to ry role
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as we likewise come upon the mediatory in reducing everything 
to relations...’

As we shall see, these words are a remarkable description of van 
Vogt’s intellect.

Most of van Vogt’s scientific ideas in his stories are systems: Nex- 
ialism (‘M33 in Andromeda’, ’Voyage of the Space Beagle’), Psycho
medicine (‘The Rulers'), No-manism (‘The Weapon Makers'), and so 
on; they are the fictional counterparts and extensions of some of his 
real-life interests which have also been embodied in his stories - gen
eral semantics (‘World of X’, ‘The Players of Aj^the Bates eye train
ing methods (‘The Chroniclers’, ‘The Players of A’), and so on. All of 
these systems are either techniques for developing the potentialities of 
the human organism or intellect or come under the more general head
ing of agencies for adjustment and survival.

His more specifically described inventions and theories in his fic
tion are also cast in the Agency mold. In ‘The Chronicler’, we find an 
example. Slade, our protagonist, is flying through the sky by use of a 
mysteriously simple mechanism, a metal bar with handles:

‘Strong as metal, the flying device rode above him. But it 
was only a catalytic agent, affecting his body, not transporting 
it. His body flew with the machine, was of the machin^...'

Passing over whatever suggestions of a psychoanalytic cast the com
bined elements of rod, flying, et cetera, bring to mind, we see that the 
description is like a transportational metaphor upon Agent-Agency 
thinking, itself. We might consider it evidence of a connection van Vogt 
makes between mechanisms, both material and insubstantial, and those 
that use them. Bear in mind the word ‘catalytic’ used in the quotation; 
it’s an important key to the understanding of this particular novel.

We find another interesting passage in the same story, this time an 
example of a theory:

“...Light! The people of the two-eyed world must have a 
definition of light as something materialistic, something eternal.’

‘She stared at him so demandingiy that Slade nodded and gave 
the wave and corpuscular theories of light.

‘ “Light," said Leear triumphantly, “is a perception of the 
reactor, not an activity of actor. Out there in space is a great 
body we know as the sun. We and every object in this room, 
whether organic or inorganic, are aware of the presence of 
that sun. We all react to its presence, just as it reacts to ours. 
But it sends us no heat, no light, nothing. The awareness is 
inside ourselves, inside the molecules of this table and that 
chair. To us, that awareness manifests as a perception which 
we call light." ’
Here, we recognize the Agency attitude through a subtle factor: the 

‘great body’ can effect its result only because of an activity, a purpose, 
in that which is affected. In a. sense, a catalytic agent. This is opposite 
to the attitude of the Scene-Agent thinker who would see the light com
ing from the outside to the passive object.

Van Vogt has another theory to offer about suns in his story, ‘Far 
Centaurus’ :

‘ "How are planets formed?"
‘ “A sun must balance itself in the space that it is in. It 

throws out matter as a sea vessel does anchors... Without 
such a balance, the sun would fall out of this space." '
Once again, Agency is clearly implied: The Act is seen, but its 

Purpose is stamped upon the very terms in which it is seen.
Van Vogt’s interest in the Bates’ eye-training methods has been 

mentioned. But his attitude towards eyes, which is representative of 
his feelings towards all body organs, is demonstrated much earlier in 
his fiction than the appearance of ‘The Chronicler’ and ‘The Players of 
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A'. In ‘The Storm’, in an opening scene, our hero is examining from 
the ground a giant spaceship hovering over the city. Van Vogt writes, 
‘He unfocussed his eyes from the spaceship and looked away,’ which 
strikes us as an excessively deliberate description of what is usually a 
natural, unconscious act. In ‘Child of the Gods’, we receive the im
pression again in even more definite terms :

‘The Lord Leader.was gazing out over the city. It was a 
misty day, and his left eye no longer had normal vision, so tl^e 
haze of distance and the blur in one of his vision centers hid 
the further suburbs.'

This description seems to be ego-alien, as if his sight were in some 
way partly divorced from him; if this is so, then mechanistic termin
ology is appropriate as it’s easy to speak in mechanical terms of those 
things we wish to dissociate from ourselves - as witness the folk
words for the sex organs, which speak of them as tools. Though van 
Vogt’s stories are usually narrated in the third person, they are sub
jective in the sense that events are depicted very closely as they are 
seen and experienced by the protagonist; that is, we’re on the inside 
looking out. Usually. Occasionally, we are startled by an external 
view of the hero, occurring in connection with the words 'his body'. 
As, for example, in ‘The Players of A’ :

‘....Gosseyn wandered disconsolately along the brightly 
lighted corridors of the underground city. The vastness of 
what had once been the secret base in the solar system of the 
Greatest Empire swallowed his body. ’

This sudden impersonal view is illustrative on a larger scale of his ob
jective attitude towards body parts.

Van Vogt treats the human body as an aggregate of organic mechan
isms, all composing one larger mechanism, which is the body, itself. 
In 1948, he gave a series of lectures at the Institute of Religious 
Science in West Los Angeles. He was not sponsored by the Institute, 
incidentally, merely using their hall. His subject was (naturally) tech
niques. The techniques of driving a tank, learning to play the piano, 
improving your voice, hypnotize, learn a foreign language, see better 
without glasses, survive in this uncertain world, and so on. He began 
by giving an analogy which demonstrated his attitude towards the 
senses. He said, ‘Imagine a man sitting alone in a darkened room. 
Before him are two translucent windows, out o f which he can dimly 
see, On eittjjier side, are openings which conduct sounds to him... He 
extended thiS; but the metaphor is clear, as well as his sense of being 
in long-distance communication with the world, (‘mediatory role of the 
senses’) He also spoke about eating. It would be surprising if van Vogt 
didn't have the Agency attitude towards food - ‘nutrition! - and he fails 
to surprise us in this instance. He advised Yami Yogurt. He didn’t 
emphasize this much because, he said, he was afraid of being taken for 
a faddist.

Van Vogt is well known as a writer of ‘superman’ stories. The typ
ical van Vogt-'superman' is an ordinary van Vogt-type of person, who 
has a single extraordinary ability. The ability to read minds (‘Sian’), 
regenerate lost limbs and rejuvenate his body (toti-potentism’, ‘The 
Changeling’), win at gambling (‘callidity’, ‘The Weapon Shops of Ish- 
er'), control other people by seizing their minds (‘The Storm’), and 
teleport himself and objects over a distance (as in several stories). 
The one major exception to this is Clane Linn, a mutant, the nature of 
whose mutancy is never clearly defined. He seems merely to be de
formed slightly, as was his real life counterpart, Claudius Caesar. 
Often, the ability is acquired by training of some sort. As the protag
onist’s psycho-medicine in ‘The Rulers’, a system by which he can 
read minute changes in attitude in another person by involuntary phys
ical and facial changes.
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These may seem merely to be simple paranoid fantasies, but on ex
amining them we see that they have rigid formal characteristics pert
inent to our examination of them in Grammatical terms. For example, 
in ‘World of A’, our protagonist has the ability to transport himself or 
any object seemingly instantaneously over great distances. At first 
glance, the Agency aspect of this might not seem apparent (perhaps one 
might think that the Act of teleportation was merely in accordance with 
the nature of the Super-Agent), but at the beginning of ‘The Players of 
A' the Agency attitude is made definitely explicit: We discover that 
Gosseyn’s head is one sixth larger than the average head because of 
the presence of ‘the extra brain* which makes the teleportation poss
ible. This actual physical attribute shows the organic-mechanical re
gard with which van Vogt invests the ability.

Teleportation is a favorite theme of van Vogt’s. It has appeared in 
such important stories of his as ‘World of A’ and its sequel; in ‘Wizard 
of Linn’, ‘The Purpose’, ‘The Monster’, and in several lesser stories 
as personal abilities of the characters; as accomplished by mechanical 
aids, it has appeared in still other stories. He is fascinated by the 
thought of being able to pass through walls and effortlessly dispose of 
other restrictions and being able to control ‘energy flows'. (What, I 
wonder, do the two story errors mentioned previously?- the wearing 
and not-wearing of the atmospheric suit, the being and not-being bound 
- mean in the light of this ?) The only suggestion I can see at the mom
ent for the appeal of these things to van Vogt is that it grows out of his 
complete lack of interest in Scene, perhaps we should s^y, his annoy
ance with and attempted subjugation of Scene.

Scene never plays an important part in his stories, except that it 
provides the inescapable stage for action. Sometimes, the scene of a 
van Vogt story may be used as a limiting factor in its action (as in 
‘The Rull’, which takes place on a flat-topped mountain on which a man 
and a deadly enemy, a rull, are trapped), but usually it merely pro
vides erratic bursts of background color, dissociated more or less 
from the story line. He does have a fondness for cities (‘--big city life, 
so essential to the well-being of intellectual man...', chapter six, maga
zine version, ‘World of A’) and those stories of his which take place in 
cities seldom give us a sense of background dullness, unlike those 
which take place in a rural or semi-rural setting, as in ‘The House 
That Stood Still’.

We find an interesting clue to van Vogt’s attitude towards Scene in 
‘World of A’. In the magazine version, chapter nine, he describes Gil
bert Gosseyn’s excursion into the roots of the giant tree on Venus 
which contains Eldred Crang’s home: ‘There was a drabness about his 
surroundings that permitted thought.’ In ‘The World of A’, chapter el
even, book version, this appears as: ‘There was a drabness about his 
surroundings that dulled thought.’ I suspect that van Vogt made this 
slight change in order to avoid what might seem to be a.pontradiction 
in his development of Gosseyn’s attitude. For, gradually, Gosseyn 
awakens to the wonder of these gigantic and incredibly extensive roots. 
And this awakening certainly has more point if he had previously found 
his surroundings dull, than if he had already been wondering and spec
ulating. It is his ability to make such a change in Gosseyn’s reaction 
to the setting, as well as his having permitted the situation to happen in 
the first place, which demonstrates his casual attitude towards Scene.

Leear’s explanation of light, quoted previously from ‘The Chroni
cler’, shows not merely a casual regard for Scene, but a partial subju
gation, of it. ‘Scenic materials become means which the organism em
ploys in theprocess of growth and adaptation,’ said Burke of the Agency 
attitude. Van Vogt’s story, ‘This Joe’, is based on the supposition that 
Andean Indians might be able to survive in the ratified atmosphere of 
Mars. Our protagonist-narrator has a plan by which the descendant*
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of himself and some friends can live on Mars. He is currently living 
at an 8000 foot elevation in Colorado; his community and himself are 
going to build a village for their children at a 15,000 foot elevation, and 
their children will be able to live on Mars. In other words, van Vogt 
believes that the acquired trait of becoming accustomed to a rarified 
atmopphere can be genetically passed on to one’s children so that that 
atmospheric pressure is normal to them and they, in turn, can accus
tom themselves to an even rarer atmosphere, which trait will be 
passed on to their children. At first, this seems to be a Scene-Agent 
idea (as is Russia's Lysenkois j-revision of genetics), but I think it’s 
more probable that van Vogt's feeling is that the organism uses the en
vironment to change itself - just as the physical cultist uses mechan
ical apparatus to improve his muscles.

We see something of the same thing in ‘The Enchanted Village': 
The lone survivor of a spaceship wreck on Mars stumbles across a de
serted Martian village which has all the comforts of life - for Martians, 
that is, though none now exist. This village is a single, gigantic mat
ernal organism looking for a chick. His problem is to make it adapt 
itself to his needs, by his mere physical presence (‘the catalytic agent’, 
again). The adjustment is made - but it’s not the village which changes, 
it’s the man; he becomes a contented, crocodilian Martian, thinking that 
the village has adapted itself to him. This is a concept which would 
disturb the soul of a biologist.

Those systems to which van Vogt has subscribed are such seemingly 
disparate ones as Spengler’s historical philosophy. Bates’ eye-training 
methods, Korzybski ' s general semantics, and Hubbard's dianetics. 
They are united, of course, by his Agency approach to all things.

Let us consider general semantics. The Agency attitude stresses 
use, and the Agency aspect of language lies in its social role of com
munication and in its personal role of evaluation. This is the emphasis 
in general semantics. Korzybski's intent was to set forth a body of 
techniques, a formalization of the scientific method, which would enable 
a person to better adjust to the world about him. Therefore, he seems 
to have thought, language had to be the object of his attention as it was 
the primaryinedium of ‘thought’. His favorite analogy (‘the represent
ative anecdote’, Burke would call it) was the map-territory relation
ship. He compared language to a map, the physical world to the terri
tory depicted by the map. General semantics was supposed to be a 
method of preventing oneself from confusing the map with the territory, 
a habit whiclThe believed to be the source of most, if not all, social and 
personal ills. He tried to accomplish this by promoting ‘consciousness 
of abstracting’ through the use of ‘semantic devices'. (And in general 
semantics everything is ‘reduced’ to relations - a popular quotation 
being C. J. Keyser’s ‘To be is to be related’.) This was set forth at 
great length in an incredible book, ‘Science and Sanity'.

In a talk before the Pasadena Chapter of the General Semantics Soc
iety, June 25, 1948, van Vogt said:

‘...“Science and Sanity...was a milestone in my life. It 
made an intellectual conquest and has remained with me ever 
since. My. doubts were intellectually resolved; it did away with 
the conflict between positivism and uncertainty within me...

‘...I read “Science and Sanity” early in the 1940s. It was 
quite a while later that I tried to solve the problem (of bringing 
general semantics to wider attention) by writing “World of A". 
The story illustrated basic premises of general semantics, but 
I coined my own phrases in the story. I didn't want to give the 
reader the impression I was propagandizing so I refrained from 
mentioning "Science and Sanity”. There was a boom in the 
sales of “Science and Sanity” during the months of August, Sep
tember, and October (1945, when “World of A” was running as
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a serial in Astounding), however.
‘But it, too, I found was not the answer. Such an undertaking 

was too intricate.’
’World of A' did bring general semantics to a wider audience, but 

the reception wasn’t always favorable, though the novel was enthusiast
ically received by some readers. One of the more interesting contro
versies about the novel was published in •‘Shangri-La’ #13, a debate be
tween Jack Catherin, A. E. van Vogt, and Bryce Walton. Catherin and 
a friend, Jacques Fresco, had appeared at two meetings of the Los An
geles Science Fantasy Society, enthusiastically expounding what seemed 
to be a variation on technocracy, with dialectic materialist overtones. 
Catherin’s review of the book was entitled ‘Semantics and “The World 
of A” ’. We easily discover that he is a Scene-Agency thinker:

‘...All this (‘The World of A') is a negation of what is well 
known today regarding the conditioning of the human mechanism. 
Man is a product of his environment. Change the environment 
and you change man... Today we live in a dark dismal jungle. 
We must behave in accordance with the laws of this jungle in or
der to survive.’

He finds in ‘The World of A’ :
‘-----the same old environment, surrounded by the same un- 

sane people, who are impelled by the same dreary motives of 
want and insecurity, and as part of this mess, we find the same 
tawdry spirit of competition, as exemplified in the “Games"...’ 
Van Vogt answers from the Agent-Agency viewpoint, his opening 

gambit being:
‘I noticed immediately that he (Catherin) had merely used (his 

review) as a medium for giving further expression to ideas of his 
own...*
Van Vogt continues:

‘He is against all this nonsense of people going in a hundred 
and forty million directions. What we want - if Mr. Catherin’s 
ideal is to be realized - is a means of hitching them together so 
that they all move in the same direction. Because this has not 
happened by 2650 A.D. in “The World of A”, he dismissed the 
era as merely an extension of 1949 A.D. The same beasts were 
operating in a slightly different environment.

•Actually, the crux of Mr. Catherin’s system is his belief that 
there is but one basis cause for all our problems, and therefore 
one solution to it...’
What van Vogt fails to realize is that to Catherin they are all 

hitched together by the environment which has created them and which, 
in turn, they create. If this environment is bad, it is impossible for 
one individual with insight into the situation to do much about it, as an 
individual. The best he can do is bring his information to as many 
people as possible, making it a common factor in their-situations, so 
that a mass movement can change the environment. All this is a form
al elaboration on an unconscious and very potent feeling that our inter
nal selves are but reflections of the external world.

To van Vogt, however, every individual is unique; each has his own 
techniques for dealing with reality. The problem, as he sees it, is that 
the overwhelming majority of people do not understand the arbitrary 
nature of their methods and believe that their ideas are absolute. The 
only criterion for accepting ideas lies in their ability to promote ad
justment and survival. We see part of this attitude in some of his re
marks in his contribution to the previously-mentioned science-fiction 
writers’ symposium, ‘Of Worlds Beyond':

‘Hundreds of thousands of stories have been written by people 
who knew nothing about technique, but did have a good “ear”. 
Many thousands more will be written in the same way by talented 
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people. There is one major fault with this method by itself, 
without any accompanying knowledge of technique. It is not con
sistent in its results. People who write by “ear” sell spasmod
ically.

‘This is not to say that a writer who knows his technique does 
not have failures, but my own development is evidence, to me at 
least, that a.knowledge of craftmanship is a prerequisite to con
sistent sales. At the beginning, when I knew very little about 
technique, my sales were few and far between. Now, it is the 

other way round.’
(Note that he even refers to a lack of method as a method.)

Van Vogt continues in his reply to Catherin:
‘...Let us in one paragraph - a woefully, limited space - exa

mine just why things may go wrong in any Utopia. We start with 
baby, who has no convictions. He is easily frustrated by busy 
parents. The growing child suffers a thousand shocks of which 
his parents are not aware. There is next, the situation with 
other boys and girls, and with adults. And above all there is 
the fact that a young person’s cortex is not physically fully 
grown. He is incapable of understanding emotionally what is 
happening to him. Unsatisfactory patterns are established. And 
this is just the beginning. Without proper training, even the 
fully grown cortex becomes easily “tangled”. It is hard to be
lieve that two billion parents will successfully prevent such 
development towards neurosis until General Semantics has been 
spread to the furthest possible degree.’
He is affirming here his belief that our conflicts have an individual 

genesis and development. His ideas are socially-oriented, only in a 
very narrow sense of that phrase. The use of the word ‘training’ shows 
his Agency attitude clearly, just as does his interest in the ideas of 
‘nervous system’, ‘cortex’, and ‘thalamus’. The Agency tendency is to 
particularize (justas the Scene tendency is to generalize) and the Agen
cy thinker in considering human personality emphasizes psychic and 
physiological mechanisms. In general semantics, the ‘nervous system’ 
and the ‘cortex’ (‘discriminatory apparatus’), and the ‘thalamus’ (‘cen
ter of affective reactivity to stimuli’) are stressed. Read for ‘cortic - 
al’, intellectual, for ‘thalamic’, emotional.

But these neurological theories, if they can be called such, have lit
tle correspondence to neurological facts. I was informed of this at 
some length a few years back, and though, at that time, I was reluctant 
to believe that Korzybski could have made such a basic mistake, I had 
no choice but to accept the facts - that the cortex is as fully developed 
as the rest of the nervous system throughout our growth, that it’s not 
the intellectual center, that the thalamus isn't the source of emotional 
reaction, More recently, Russel Meyers, M.D., gave a talk before the 
Third American Congress on General Semantics at Denver, Colorado, 
July 23, 1949, in which he exploded the belief. I was present at a meet
ing of the Los Angeles Chapter of the Society for General Semantics 
shortly after this, when a wire-recording of Meyers' talk was played. 
The reaction was one of shock. After it was over, the Chapter Presi
dent rose to his feet and made a remarkably fatuous statement: ‘One 
of the Pillars of General Semantics has been destroyed*, he said,‘but 
the structure is still standing.' The Meyers talk was subsequently 
published in ‘ETC.: A Review of General Semantics’ for Winter, 1950, 
under the title of ‘The Fiction of the Thalamus as the Neural Center of 
Emotions. ’

Speaking from the Grammatical standpoint being considered in this 
section, we find in dianetics most of those same characteristics which 
enabled van Vogt to accept general semantics. Dianetics offers an 
even more detailed mechanization of the human being. In it, we find 
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ourselves composed of ‘monitor cells’, ‘engram banks', ‘demon cir - 
cuits’.and so on. The dianetic method, itself, is cast in as mechanical 
a procedure as possible, with mechanistic terms being used to de
scribe it - ‘auditing’, ‘processing’, ‘reducing engrams’, etcetera. 
The representative analogy of dianetics is what it discerns as a simil
arity between ‘thinking machines’ and human beings.

These ideas reflected van Vogt’s feelings about himself and others. 
The robots appearing in such stories of his as ‘Asylum’ and ‘World of 
A’ are notable for the difference between them and the general science 
fictional depiction of robots. Instead of being humanoid, they were 
shaped like radios, planes, and buildings; they spoke with no ‘mechan
ical stiffness’, but as freely and spontaneously as van Vogt does. 
There is a good reason for this. Van Vogt doesn’t have to create ma
chines in the shape of men, because he sees men in the shape of ma
chines. Computo, ergo sum: I compute, therefore I am. This is his 
inner proof of his own existence.

Thinking back over those instances in which I recall van Vogt offer
ing a psychological explanation for a certain behaviour on the part of 
someone, I note that he always stressed compensatory and justificato
ry mechanisms. Examples are - his analysis of Evelyn Waugh’s 
‘bitterness’ offered in a talk given before the Los Angelas Chapter of 
the General Semantics Society (that Waugh was attempting to resolve 
the conflict between his reason and his Catholicism by satirically de
stroying everything but Catholicism, thus making it important in com
parison with the debris); his description of why a character in‘Film 
Library’ always thought of himself as ‘Mister’ (in compensation for a 
psychic disaster he had suffered when he entered into a neurotic rela
tionship with a woman); and Gosseyn-Ashargin’s lengthier analysis of 
what holds power groups together in ‘The Players of A’.

Psychology is an invention of the Act-Agent thinker; it had to be 
brought to the attentions of the Scene, Agency, and Purpose thinkers 
(whereupon, they immediately began revising it to conform with their 
own outlooks).

A word of explanation: I have mentioned Scene and Scene-Agent 
viewpoints quite a few times. I did this because the Scene aspect diff’ 
ers more radically from Agency than does Agent - at least, it’s easier 
to show how it differs radically - and so the contrast helps us to under
stand the Agency viewpoint (even while there are interesting similar
ities between the two). I would like to show briefly another contrast 
between Agency and Scene, pertinent to our subject: Another writer 
who has written at length about robots and thinking mechanisms is 
Isaac Asimov. Asimov is a Scene emphasizer, and so his handling of a 
subject is interestingly different from van Vogt’s. As a good example, 
take the terminating story in Asimov’s robotic series in ‘Astounding’, 
‘The Evitable Conflict’. The situation in the story is that certain great 
computing machines, very much like van Vogt’s The Machine in ‘World 
of A’, are subtly dominating mankind - ‘having, as they do, that great
est of weapons at their disposal, the absolute control of our economy’. 
The machines never apprea in the story, and for good reason, as Asi
mov never presents them as individuals or Agents, but rather as an 
aspect of the Scene in total. The story is divided into five sections, 
each detailing a scene (in the play sense) which takes place in a differ
ent scene, in the geographical sense. As Asimov switches from one 
setting to another, the atmosphere changes, in accordance with Scene- 
Agent logic which demands that a change in scene be accompanied by a 
change in feeling (though, here, it is modified by the fact that even if 
each scene takes place in a different section of the Earth, they are con
fined to offices and sitting rooms). The conclusion which the story 
reaches is that nothing can be done about the situation. And, logically, 
it is not necessary to do anything:
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‘ “But you are telling me...that Mankind has lost its own say 
in its future.”

‘ "It never had any, really. It was always at the mercy of eco
nomic and sociological forces it did not understand - at the whims 
of climate and the fortunes of war.” ’

A rationalization in Scene terms. But, Asimov doesn't feel this way 
about the situation and he lets us know this by atmospheric effects em
bodied in the background (again, response evoked through Scene), such as:

'And the fire behind the quartz went out and only a curl of 
smoke was left to indicate its place.’
Asimov’s characters are motivated by Scene-Agent relations; their 

actions grow out of their surroundings and their positions; their feel
ings are reflections of the external world they see about them.

Similarly,, we find that van Vogt’s characters are motivated by the 
Agent-Agency relationship; or, rather, we can see their motivation in 
those terms.

In the ‘In Times To Come' department in Astounding proceeding the 
publication of ‘The Players of A‘, Campbell says of that story:

‘And Gosseyn, more than any other, found that some still un
known force was manipulating him - and, apparently, manipulat
ing even the forces of Galactic politics. The Chess Player re
mained unknown-----

’ “The Players of A” deals with that - with the forces that 
were making the whole immense powers of the Galactic culture 
dance to their tune. And with Gosseyn, who was the instrument 
on which that tune was played.’
As good a description as any. In many van Vogt stories, the protag

onists are the unwilling or unwitting pawns of other or of unknown 
forces. They are instruments, until a certain point in the story is 
reached and they transcend their_roles as Agencies and become Agents 
in their own right. In ‘World of A’, this point occurs at the beginning 
of the third installment (chapter twenty-three in the book) immediately 
following the destruction of The Games Machine. We see at least one 
reason for this change at this point: Previously, Gosseyn had been 
manipulated i>y two opposed forces. The first was a negative one - 
the Hardy-Thorson gang, who were trying to take over Earth. The sec
ond was a positive one - The Machine, working for the cause of sanity. 
It was the positive force in the conflict and its destruction meant that 
this had to be^presented through a different medium; in short, Gosseyn 
himself. Andf conversely, it might be felt that for Gosseyn to graduate, 
it would be necessary to remove the Machine’s influence over him. 
Now, it so happens that after this Gosseyn is still moved about by var
ious forces in the remaining third of the story, but in a different way 
than previously. He is moved literally by inanimate objects such as 
the Distorter, which quite accidentally transports him to the Galactic 
base underlying Crang’s home on Venus. He is also accidentally 
caught in a trap not necessarily intended for him - these are devices 
van Vogt finds necessary to use to keep the story going. Deux Ex 
Machina. And when Gosseyn is forced to do something, van Vogt, for 
reasons ohstensibly embodied in the story, makes it a point to show 
that he is going willingly. (See chapter twenty, magazine version.) In 
this section of the story, the writing, atmosphere, is different than in 
the previous parts: It is firmer, more decisive, active.

As has been pointed out before, the key word in ‘The Chronicler’ is 
‘catalytic agent’. Not only do the inventions and scientific theories 
presented in the story follow this pattern, but the story line itself does. 
Our hero precipitates himself into another world (another plane) by a 
change in his visual-attitude towards the world outside him; this 
change in attitude causes a, to him, physical change in the world about 
him. He is being controlled by an unknown person, though he is una-
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ware of this; his very presence is intended as a factor to bring certain 
changes into effect in a certain dramatic situation described in the 
story, even though he is not supposed to take any action as such. And 
his presence, in the climactic tower scene, is supposed to be the fac
tor which will destroy the antagonist.

In this story, Slade, our hero, has three eyes; he acquired the third 
eye because of a mutation artificially introduced into him by Leear, 
the immortal woman of the other plane, who has controlled him since 
birth so that his destiny will be to fulfill those very functions which he 
does fulfill in the story. This idea, of complete control, fascinates van 
Vogt. In weaving his ‘ “Black Destroyer” series’ into the novel ‘Voy
age of the Space Beagle’, he made a significant change in the history 
of Couerl, the great black cat-thing which is the hero-villain of what 
was the first novelette. In the novelette version, Couerl had been the 
survivor of a grim and proud race; in the novel, he is revealed as an 
accidentally-surviving product of a biological laboratory (‘an organic 
robot’) once present on the now-desolate planet on which they find him. 
Eph Koenigsberg has criticised this with evident feeling, stating that 
it detracted considerably from Couerl’s dramatic stature. And some
thing which van Vogt himself has pointed out is even more interesting: 
That it was John W. Campbell’s idea to have the Slans be natural mu- 
tations. In his own original version of the story, they had been deliber
ately created by the biological experimenter, S. Lann.

We are approaching the conclusion of our study of van Vogt's ideas 
in terms of Burke's Grammar. A couple of questions remain to us, 
however, though perhaps both are one. The reader may have been 
bothered by the distinction between Agency-thinking and Purpose
thinking. (All our five terms are ambiguous to a certain extent, of 
course, but in this case anyway, it is not a failing, but- rather a re
source.) In Purpose-thinking, the emphasis is on the end, not the 
means; the opposite is true of Agency-thinking. But the ends imply 
means and means, ends; this is their similarity.

Van Vogt thinks in mechanical terms. He uses ideas and opinions, 
materials and feelings and beings, as though they were means to ends. 
He has taken the machine as the model of logic; of scientific logic (for 
the machine was produced by science) which does not recognize mys
ticism. The formal use of laboratory instruments as analogies upon 
which to base a philosophy was advanced enthusiastically by the phys
icist, P. W. Bridgeman. He called it ‘Operationalism’, its purpose be
ing the elimination of purpose from our semantic attitudes. But Burke 
points out:

‘Though our laboratory instruments may transcend purpose, 
they exist only as a result of human purpose. And we might 
even say that they can perform satisfactorily without purpose 
only because they have purpose imbedded in their structure and 
design. An instrument like a thermometer has its purpose so 
thoroughly built into its very nature, that it can do its work with
out purpose, merely by continuing to be itself.’

‘Operationalism’ is part of what might be called the general semantic 
constellation of attitudes. The above quotation is from page 281. On 
page 283, he writes:

‘Instruments are “essentially” human, since they'.are the 
products of human design. And in this respect, the...featuring 
of agency seems well equipped to retain a personal ingredient 
in its circumstances of motives.’

And on page 289:
‘AU told, of the five terms, Purpose has become the one most 

susceptible of dissolution.. But once we know the logic of its 
transformations, we can discern its implicit survival...
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‘(Purpose) is ... implicit in Agency, since tools and methods 
are for a purpose - and one of the great reasons for the appeal 
of pragmatism today, when the materialist-behaviourist reduction 
of scene has eliminated purpose, may reside in the fact that it re
tains ingredients of purpose in the very Grammatical function 
that is so often taken as a substitute for it. (It is a substitute; but 
we are suggesting that part of its capacity for such w<3rk resides 
in the implicit retention of what it is often said explicitly to reject.) ’ 
Van Vogt’s Agency - thinking is, as we have implied, essentially 

pragmatistic in its nature. Agency is Pragmatism. (General seman
tics, incidentally, might be called ‘pragmatistic nominalism’.)

I believe that in the above suggestion by Burke, we can perceive the 
Grammatical history of van Vogt. The history of a mystic who has 
made a compromise with reality. I suspect that in van Vogt’s forma
tive years, he was a Purpose-thinker, but after experiencing various 
intellectual traumae, in a conflict with the external world, his view
point became modified in this respect: Act-thinking is realism, for an 
act is real by its very nature, and the process of acting is a process of 
making real, if it’s only on a kinaesthetic level. It affects, in however 
limited a fashion, the world. (And Agency is acting with the Act having 
a Purpose beyond itself: thus Purpose is retained implicitly, perhaps 
unconsciously.) One often receives the impression when van Vogt 
speaks admiringly or disapprovingly of someone’s attitude, of their 
cynicism or optimism, of their anger or uncertainty, that what he is 
admiring or disapproving of is the potential results of that attitude, 
both for the person who bears it and for others. When you assume an 
attitude or make a statement for the effect it will have, either imme
diately or eventually, you are using expression and expressions as 
agencies. In this way, one could accept the non-absoluteness of mor
ality, for instance, as a general semanticist must, and yet feel that it 
had a basis in reality; for by acting in a moral fashion, one influences 
others, and they, in turn, still others, so that a chain reaction of good- 
effects is created. This, I think, is the cornerstone of van Vogt’s con
scious morality.

Van Vogt^s thinking was profoundly influenced by Oswald Spengler’s 
magnificent but suspect work, ‘The Decline of the West.' As the read
er is probably aware, Spengler divides the history of a ‘world’ (used in 
the sense of ‘the Western world' or ‘the Classical world’) into two 
parts: Its ‘culture’ phase and its ‘civilization’ phase. In the first, 
idealism an<£morality are the keynote of the period; in the second, 
there is emptiness of soul, cynicism, and guilt, and the search for 
power. In the first, myth and religion dominate the intellect - the arts 
flourish and men feel whole; in the second, there is a merciless ques=- 
tioning of everything previously held sacred - and science is the intel
lectual power of the time. Spengler says, page 38:

‘He who does not understand that this outcome is obligatory 
and insusceptible of modification, that our choice is between 
willing this and willing; nothing at all, between cleaving to this 
destiny or despairing of the future and of life itself; he who 
cannot feel that there is grandeur also in the realizations of 
powerful intelligences, in the energy and discipline of metal 
hard nature, in battles fought with the coldest and most ab
stract means; he who is obsessed with the idealism of a pro
vincial and would pursue the ways of life of past ages - must 
forego all desire to comprehend history, to live through history 
or to make history.’
At his talk before the Pasadena Chapter of the Society for General 

Semantics, 1948, van Vogt said:
‘When the great cultures commenced their disintegration, 

when the great crises of history appeared, people like you and
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me... retired to their walled-in gardens and their books of po
etry. They felt there was nothing they could do. And to a cer
tain extent they were right...for they had no method...’
Here we see the pattern: The sensitive soul living in a dynamic, 

changing world which threatens him from without, can survive through 
the use of techniques and methods which enable him to ‘dominate his 
environment'. Purpose becomes Agency. The inwardly-mystic be - 
comes the outwardly-realistic.

At this point, I'd like to bring one fact to the reader’s attention: If 
my thesis about van Vogt’s Agency-thinking is to have any /neaning, 
any pertinence whatsoever, the reader must accept my belief that his 
basic impulse is towards honesty and sincerity. The fraud, the psycho
path - whose relations with others are somewhat impaired by his com
plete lack of genuine feeling - has value judgments which are not dis - 
turbed by abstract conceptions of honesty, sincerity, or truth. He has 
but one goal, though many a gaol: Self-promotion - money (for which 
read ‘power’) and position (for which read ‘relative security from the 
attacks of others’). Every thought, fact, and statement is a means to 
that end. He manipulates money, words, and people in order to obtain 
it - and so, in that sense, he treats everything as if it were an agency, 
(I did have in mind an example of such a person, but whoever it was has 
slipped my memory, on advice of counsel.) It is my thesis that van 
Vogt’s Agency-thinking grows out of a more complex psychic pheno
menon than that: It represents an attempt to resolve an emotional di - 
lemna, involving on the one hand an idealist morality and,, on the other, 
an urgently-felt need to meet the dangers threatening him' from the ‘ex
ternal wo rid’.

I don’t think it would be books of peotry van Vogt would retire to, 
incidentally. Rather it would be the great books of the religions...the 
Bibles, Taimuds, Korans, and Baghavad Gitas; .however, his conscious
ly anti-religious attitudes do not suggest this possibility to him. But I 
suspect that five hundred years ago, half of that, maybe less, van Vogt 
would have worn the robes of a priest. Today, he feels comfortable 
only in the white smock of the scientist, the nearest he can get to those 
robes and still preserve both his respect for his intellect and the re
quirements of his essentially mystical nature. Not ‘God as AH', but 
‘God as Machine'.

ADDENDA

The quotations from van Vogt’s speech before the Pasadena Chapter 
of the Society for General Semantics, June 25, 1948, are taken from 
a written report of the speech appearing in 'Shangri-La' numbers 8 
and 9. Van Vogt made his talk without preparation; the article was 
composed of notes taken by Kenneth Bonnell and Leland Sapiro, and 
edited by myself. The title of Mr. van Vogt's answer to Jack Catherin 
in ‘Shangri-La’ number 13 was ‘A Review of a Review’. Bryce Wal
ton’s contribution was entitled ‘And This Goes On--’; his remarks 
were made from an Act-Agent standpoint, and he was arguing against 
both the previous writers. I embarrassedly omit any reference to a 
fourth, belated contribution to the debate. Mr. Kenneth Burke’s book, 
‘A Grammar of Motives’, is the first of a trilogy being published by 
Prentice-Hall; it was published in 1945. ‘A,Rhetoric of Motives', the 
second book, was published in 1950. The third, ‘A Symbolic of Mo
tives’, is yet to be published.

About Spengler - van Vogt’s attitude towards Spengler has been 
modified, I suspect, by Korzybski’s remarks about him in ‘Science and 
Sanity’, page 49: ‘From this point of view, his achievement is momen
tous, a great description of the childhood of humanity... “The Decline 
of the West" implies the birth of a new era, perhaps the adulthood of 
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humanity...’ A null-A adulthood, of course. Evidence that van Vogt's 
regard for Spengler has become qualified since his early years of 
science-fiction writing seems to lie in his remarks on cyclic history, 
page 136 of ‘The Voyage of the Space Beagle’.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE Arthur Cox continues, inamore informal fashion, 
his study of A. E. van Vogt. He describes the writer’s experiments 
with hypnosis, he co-founding of a ‘church’, and his association with 
L. Ron Hubbard and dianetics. And he attempts to discern behind van

Vogt’s actions the pattern which gives meaning to them.

I OFFER FOR SALE TWO OF THE
MOST DESIRABLE ASSOCIATION 
ITEMS IN ALL FANTASTIC 
BOOK. COLLECTING

Q

CLARK ASHTON SMITH'3 own 
copies of H P L's books!

The Outsider and Others & 
Beyond the Wall of Sleep

Both are in good condition 
except that the d/w's are 
frayed and soiled. They have 
(naturally!) been read and 

reread, but are 
clean and sound.

j
Both contain CAS's signature 
and are dated (1939 and '43)

Pricfts, postpaid:
The Outsider, $55 

Beyond the W of S, $35
Roy A. Squires 
1745 Kenneth Rd. 

Glendale 1, California

SFA ADS DO PULL, Y'KNOW....

Says H. S. Lavin of Berkeley:
"My ad...had wonderful 

results. I could have sold 
or traded five times as much. 
....Everyone was very fair in 
their trades and if anything 
gave me the best of it..."

For each of these trades, 
someone must have wanted one 
of Mr. Lavin's surplus books 
and had one of his wants to 
trade for it.

AND NONE OF THIS GROUP 
WOULD HAVE MADE A TRADE IF ONE 
OF THEM HADN'T PLACED AN AD.

I get the impression of 
hundreds of SFA subscribers 
reading issue after issue with 
disappointment - because no 
one has advertised the right 
item for sale or as a "want".

Is there anything in your 
library you no longer want? 
Is there anything not there 
that should be? Are you wait
ing for the other fellow to 
place an ad offering to buy 
your book and to sell his? 
You may never make out, friend; 
that other guy may be waiting 
for the same thing. I'd'feel 
much more useful if one of you 
would send in an ad! Ed.

ALL BOOKS WITH DUST WRAPPERS, MINT TO EXCELLENT, EXCEPT AS 
NOTED. MOST ARE SINGLE COPIES--  better list alternates.
*1.00 ea. Mislaid Charm; Dianetics; Radium Pool(torn IX)
$1.50 ea. Lords of Creation;Final Blackout; some were human 
Without Sorcery; World Below^ Homonoulus,Conan Conqueror; 
Needle; Port of Peril; Klngslayer;Humanolds;Dark Other; 
After 12,000 Years, Sunken World(2nd), Minions of Moon; 
Rat Race; Star Kings; Old Ugly Face; Cosmic Geoids;Nomad.

$2.00 ea. Lest Darkness Fall; Black Flame;Black Wheel:Slxth 
Column; My Best SF Story;MArtlan Odessey; Best SF of '49; 
Man Who Sold Moon; Toymaker; Undesired Princess.

(Also autograft copies of Doorways to Space at $2.50) 
B.E. Wells Route 2 Springboro Penna.
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CLEARANCE SALS

ORIN 3. McFARLAND, 103 W. 30th Strut, New York 34, N.Y.

_ _______________ (NOTEj_ £laase_l.ts_t whenjoosMlc^_____

TITLES AT $1.00 EACH
ANSTEY—The Tinted Venus, VG Ulus.; ATKEY—Escapes of Ur. Honey, Fine d»; 
AYME—Fable 4 The Flesh, VG; BENSON—Lord of the World, Fine; BUELETT—The 
Baker's Cart A Other Stories, VG; BLAYRE—Strange Papers of Dr. Blayre.G; 
BOWEN—The haunted Vintage, G; BRINIG—Flutter of An Eyelid, Fine du; 
BURROUGHS— Tarzan's Quest,Fine die; Mas termind of Mars, 1st G; At The

Earth's Core, Rept. Good; Cave Girl, Rept.VG; Jungle Tales of Tarzanplst 
dw, VG; COBLENTZ—The Wonder Stick, Fine Ulus; DuBOIS—Solution T-35, 

Fine du; DERLETH—Who Enocks? VG; DeLAVIGNE— Ghost Stories of Old New 
Orleans, VG; EDMONDS— Prof essor's Last Experiment, VG; Secre t-^Voyage, Fine 
dw; FUESSLE—flash A Fantasy (Shorts) Good; GRANT—Lord of tits Horizon, 
Fine; HALL—People of the Comet, Fine du; HAMPTON—Ghosts of My Study, G; 
BODGSON—Capt. Gault, Fine du; HOWARD—We Are For TheDark (Shorts) VG; 
LAING—Methods of Dr. Scarlett, VG; LEWES—Queer Side of Thirds (Shorts)VG; 
MARRYAT—Phantom Ship, Ulus. Fins; MASTERMAN—Flying Beast, Fine; MATSON— 
Dr. Fogg, VG; MITCHELL—The Lost Trumpet, VG; NORRIS—It A Other Stories, 
Fine du; NOYES—The Pallid Giant (Autographed) VG; ONIONS—ToWer of Ob
livion, VG; ROHMER—Daughter of FuManchu, Rept. Fine; SCUDDER—TheGrey 
Studio, VG; SHEIL—Young Men Are Coming,VG; WALLACE—Captains of Souls, 
Fine; WATTS-DUNTON—Aylwtn, VG; WAKENKNECHT—6 Novels of ths Supernatural, 
Fine; WELLS—Food of the Gods, Fine Ulus; 13 Stories A A Dream, Fine Ulus, 
IN THEDays of the Comet, Fins Ulus.; Mr. Ble t tsworthy on Rampole Island, 
VG Ulus; WHITE—Sword In ths Stone, VG; YOUNG— Cold Harbour,VG; THRILLS, 
(British Anth.) Ulus. Good.

TITLES AT $1,50 EACH
CRIMES, CREEPS A THRILLS, VG Ulus.; 50 YEARS OF GHOST STORIES, VG; 
EVENING STANDARD SECOND BOOK OF STRANGE STORIES, VG; ASBURY—Not A, Night, 
Good; ARNOLD—Phra The Phoenician, Rept. Ulus VG; ASHTON—Alas That Great 
City, Fins dw; BABCOCK—Yezad, VG; BLACKWOOD—The Empty House, Fins; 
John Silence, VG; The Listener, Fine du; Tongues of Fire, VG; COX—Out of 
the Sllence;Flne du; FINNEY—Circus of Dr. Lao, Ulus. Fine du; GAUTIER— 
The Evil Eye, VG; GRIMSHAW—The Sorcerer’s Stone,Ulus, Good; BURROUGHS— 
Land That Time Forgot,Rept. VG; HALL—Sinister House, Ulus. VG; HODGSON— 
The Night Land, VG; MACHEN—House of Souls, VG; MERRITT—Creep, Shadow. 
Rept. VG; ORCZY—By The Gods Beloved,- VG Frontis.; PAIN—Stories in the 
Dark, VG; Stories tn Grey, VG; SUMMERS—Supernatural Omnibus, 1st VG; 
Victorian Ghost Stories, VG; TOOKER—Day of the Brown Horde, Fine du; 
WAKEFIELD—Old Man's Beard, 1st VG; They Return At Evening, 1st VG; 
WARNER—Bridge of Time, VG Frontis; WELLS—Favorite Short Stories, VG.
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LIST NO. 59. Abbreviated. (fQ||t 9xtr„ )

ACTONzPrince Isidoro.1st. 1.05
ARLENzGhost Stodes.sr/G .98
ARNOLDzPhra The Phoenician 1.19
AUBREYzDevil Tree of El

Dorado. 2nd ed. Rare 2.10
BANGS z Mr. Bonaparte of

Corsica.1st.Scarce 1.05
" House-Boat on the

Styx. N.Y. 1897. nep 1.05
BBCKzGarden of Vision.1st 

spot on cvr/G 1.40
" Splendour of Asia.S'. 1.19
* do. cvs mkd/VG 1.05
BECKFOBDzVathek.nd.4to or.

cl. Ills In col. 2.94 
BLACKWOOD:Jimbo.1st.1909. P 1.05 
" Empty House.P/dw 1.05

« The Wave.1st.Fair .84
” jPan's Garden.1st

G.reading copy J .56
BLAIRz "1957'*.1st.V.G. 1.05
BOOTHBYzPharos The Egyptian

1st. or. dec. cl. V. G. 2.10 
" Dr,Nikola.or.cl.G .98
" Bid For Fortune.VG. 1.40
" Be’autlful White

Devil.Very Good 1.05 
" ditto. 1.05
BROUGHTONzTwilight Stories .70 
BURKE zBloomsbury Wonder. So. 1.12 
BURROUGHSzBeasts of Tarsan .84 
" »Goda of Mars.VG. .42
" »Warlords of Mars.G.42
" wPrlncess " " VG. .42
" Th uvla,Maid of

Mars.sl.mkd/e/G .84
» Swords of Mars 1.47
* *Chessmen of Mars .42
BUTLER:Erewhon.1924.Good . 49 
" do.1913.81.foxed .77
CAMPBELLzHauntIng of Kath

leen Saunders. G .84 
CAPEKzApocryphal Stories.

lst.F/d.w. 1-19
Atomic Phantasy. F/dw 1.33
Meteor.1st.Sc.G. 1.75
And So Ad Infinitum .98 
Tales Prom Two
Pockets. 1st. G. Sc. 1.40
Three Novels.P/dw 1.75

This List 
is an abridged version of our 
LIST No. 59 ^FANTASY". Why not 
send for our fully detailed 
Lists NOW? Cstaloguee on sll 
subjects regularly issued. YOUR 
"wants" traced 4 reported.

POE E. A: TALES OP MYSTERY 4 
IMAGINATION.ills Harry 
CLARKE. 1919.1st ad.V. G. 

(tZooJ
THE GREAT BEAST.by John SYM
ONDS. 1951. 1st ed-M/d.w.Port- 
rsits etc..SENSATIONAL DIS
CLOSURES of CROWLEY'S AMAZING 
CAREER,SEX-MAGIC, ORGIES Etc., 
with BIBLIOGRAPHY (2.94) 21/- 
THE MAGIC OF MY YOUTH, by Arthur 
CALDER-MARSHALL. 1951.1st M/lw .
Further disclosures of Alaiater 

CROWLEY'S HISTORY.'
(1.75) 12/6 

CARRELLzAdventures of John
Johns. Or. plot. cl. .84

CASSERLYzElephant God. .84
COLLINS: Submarine Oity.G. .84
COLLINSzNo Name.1877 .70
" (W) Woman In White.1890 .91 
" Dead Secret.Good .98
" Arma dale.New ed.G.1.05
" Black Rose.New.VG .91
" Little Novels.Libry.

ed.few erasures. eG 1.08 
" After Dark.V. G. .84
" Haunted Hotel. VG. Ss 1.40
COLLISzQuest For Sita.1st. 

d. w. tri fie shabby 
Lge 4to.V. G. 4.20

COPPARDzPolly Oliver.1st 1.40
CORVOzHadrian The Seventh

Fine in d.w. 1.05
COX:Introduction to Folk- 
(M) Lore.1895.1st.V.So. 2.10
COXzMlsBing Angel.1st ed.
(E) Inscr. rem. e/p. e/G 1.19
CUMMINGS:Shadow Girl.G/d.w .77 
DAVISON:Satan's Satellite 

epr/G. in d. w. . 70
DeBOSSCHEREzHouse of For

saken Hope.Llm ed 
500 copies.Sc. 4.20

DE LA MAREzBest Stories of: e/p laid e/G .83 
" On The Edge.F. .70
DeWOLLzStrange Laughter.

lst.F/d.w. .70
DICK:Ghost 4 Mrs.Muir.VG.1st. 70 
DINESEN:Winter's Tales.1st

Very good copy 1.05
DON MARQUIS:Archy's Life of 

Mehitabel. 1st .84
DOUGLAS:In The Beginning 

lst»e/p rear e/G .70
DOYLE:The Sign of Four.* .42
DUNSANYzUnhappy Far-Off

Things.1st.1919 .70
" Chronicles of Rodri

guez. cvrs si rubd. 
else good.2nd ed.

" Fourth Book of Jork-ena.Almost P/dw. 1.47
EGERTON:Pantaalas. 2nd ed . .84
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EIDLITZ:Zodiak.lst.*e/p cvrs
al mkd e/G/dw •84 

ENDORE:Methinks The Lady.
Fine in d.w. 1.47

ERSKINE:Galahad.1st .98
FEARN:Golden Amazon Returns

lat.*e/p.VG .84
FINNEY:Circus of Dr.Lao.

1st. Fine in d. w. 1.75
FLECKER:Hassan.orig cl VG .56
FORD:A Night Witja Jupiter

etc. 1st.Fine in d. w. 1.19 
FOSTER:Hocus Root.Orig wpps .42 
FURNILL:Culmination. F/d.w 1.75 
« ” 1st *e/p.else F. 1.19
GAZELLA:Blessing of A3ar.

Fine in d.w. Inscr 
& signed by author 1.05

GOLDING:Miracle Boy.1st. dw 
trifle stained qG 1.40

GOULD’.Book of Marvels. 1st.
(R) Orig.wpps. Sc .56

GOULD:Oddities. M/d.w. 1.47
GRANT:Life as Carola^lst 

cvrs D/stained 1.05
GRIFFITH:Great Pirate Syn

dicate. 1st. cvs si 
mkd e/G.Sc. 1.40 

« Angel Of The Revol
ution. 6th.1894.Fpc 
laid,sp fd/G.orig 
dec.cloth 1.19

* Outlaws Of The Air
1st.1895.orig dec 
cl.G.Scarce 2.94

M Angel Of The Rev
olution. Orig.dec. 
cl.inscr verso Fpc 
bkpl rem e/G.Sc 2.10 

•• Olga Romanoff. 1st
sp el fd e/G 2.10 

’• John Brown, Buccan
eer, orig pict wpp 
V.Sc.G. .49

•• World Peril Of 1910
1st ed 1907.G. 2.10

M do. cvs worn. .70
* Destined Maid.1st.

orig ol edge of 
topcvr faded.V. Sa2. 94

• • The Gold Finder.
1st ed.0rig pict 
cl.inscr.Pres, 
copy signed by 
Author.Rare 3.50

• • Valdar,The Oft-Born
1st.Orig Pict Cl. 
Cvs si mkd e/G.
Scarce 2.10

HAGGARD: Allan Quatermain.
Silver Lib.G. 1.05

• • *do.orig cl VG .42
” Allan’s Wife &

Other Tales.Good 1.05
” *Ayesha.orig cl G .42
M Beatrice. 1893.new

Silver Lib.Good 1.05 
” Black Heart & White

Heart etc. 1903.
Cvs si rubd e/G 1.05

• • Colonel Quaritch
V.C. Silver Liby.
Very Good cnpy 1.05

” Dawn. Silver Liby.
Cvrs si spotd.G. .91

M Eric Brighteyes.3rd
Silver Liby.reading. 56 

w d0, .56

HAGGARD:Elisaa* or al cvs 
si Bld e/G .35

” *Heart Of The World
Orig cl V. G. • 42

* Jess.sp faded e/G .84
M Joan Haste.1st. 1895

adverts 1895
” King Solomon’s Mines

orig pict cl.G.MapL19 
” do. Rare 1st ed with

word "BAMAMGWATO” 
pp 10 line 14 & mis 
- spelt Mwrod” last 
line but one p.307. 
Map repaired.cvs si 
spotd & rbd. e/gd 2. 94 

” do.Map torn,cvs
spotd.e/G reading .63 

” Lysbeth.bkpl rem si
spotd e/G • 98

M Maiwa’s Revenge.1st
Pale blue green bds 
lettered in red.cvs 
si marked e/Good 1.47 

* Montezuma’s Daugh
ter. repr. pict^d. w 
pasted in tr/Tubd 
else good •84

M *do.orig cl Good .42
” *Mr. Meeson’s Will .35
” She.1891 Silver Lib

tiny spot cvr e/G 1.05 
” *She & Allan.pager

wpps.Good .42
” Witch’s Head, sp fd

tr mkd cvrs e/G •98
” Yellow God.1912.or

cl trifle mkd e/G 1.05 
HARTLEY:Travelling Grave &

Other Stories 1.75
'• do. 1st ed Good 1.19
” The Boat.Fine copy 1.19
” Sixth Heaven.1st

ed V.G. 1.40
HOUGHTON:This was Ivor

Trent.1st F/dw . 1.40 
HOUSMAN:Cloak of Friendship

1st.si fxde/G .84 
” Ironical Tales.1st

orig cl sp fd e/G 1.19 
” Gods & Their Makers

spot topcvr e/G 1. 05 
HUEFFER:Ladies Whose Bright

Eyes.1919 repr.G 1.05
HUNT:Tiger Skin.1st F/dw 1.05 
HUXLEY:Eyeless In Gaia.lst

e/p laid.VG 1.05
” Brave New World.1st

1933 • Good 1.40
HUYSMANS:Against The Grain

Fortune Press.
Fine in d. w.‘‘ 2.10

” En Route.1922.cl
si fd e/p laid 
else good 1.40

JAMES:A Thin Ghost & Others
orig dec cl.VG. name 
on e/p.1920 3rd imp 1.19

JOKAI:Tower Of Dago.1899 
1st.or dec cl trifle 
rubd e/G. Scarce 1.19

KANER:Sun Queen. 1st F/d.w .70
” People Of The Twi

light. 1st F/d.w .77
KAUL:Contagion To This World

1st.cvs si fd e/G 1.19
KERBY:Miss Carter & The

Ifrit. 2nd imp. Good .56
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KERRUISH:Babylonian Nights* 
Entertainments.
1st ed. good .84

”. Miss Haroun-al-
Raschid. e/p laid .84

” do. 1st ed.bothe/p laid .77
KINGSMILL:Return of William

Shakespeare. G 1.19 
KIPLING:Pha ntom Rickshaw

lacks e/p e/G .42 
KOESTLER:The Yogi & The

Commissar. 2nd.
name/e/p e/VG/

< d. w. 1* 05
LAGERKVIST:Eternal Smile.

name/e/p F/dw .70
LaMASTER:Phantom in the

Rainbow. .42
LANG:In The Wrong Paradise

4c. new ed(c.1886)
insor on fly leaf.G 1.05 

LAWRENCE:Number Seven
Queer Street.
1st ed G. 1.05

” ditto. Fine 1.40
LEW:Hauntings. 1890.1st 

Ex-lib label rem from 
top cvr else good 1.05

LE FANU:In A Glass Darkly 
Chiitem. F/d.w. .91

” Uncle Silas.J.899
new end paper VG .84

“ ditto.new e/p .77
•• All In The Dark-

Downey e d. o r. de c • 
cl.Good. 1.40

LELAND:The Hundred Riddles 
Of The Fairy 
Bellaria.1st.ed. of 
100 copies.F.orig 
drawings by Author 
RARE. 2.94

LE QUEX:Great War in Eng- 
j land in 1897.

11th ed.G. Scarce2.10
M The Invasion Of

1910.with full acc. 
Siege of London. 
Sea rce 2.80

” 4- The Great White
Queen. 1st. or. dec. 
cl.sl.mkd.e/G 4.20

M Zoraida.1895.4th.
Inscr.4 signed by 
Author to Dr.Lewis
Very Good 4.20

LEROUX:The Kiss That Kill
ed. 1934. Good 1.40

LeSAGE.Asmodeus or The 
Devil On Two 
Sticks. V.G. 2.10

LEWIS:Perelandra. evs si 
faded else good 1.40

M Ditto.sp scratched 1.05
” That Hideous Strength

1st ed F/d.w. 1.47
” Out Of The Silent

Planet. 1943 .98
LINDSAY:Beauty Or The Beast 

1st ed.Good 1.05
LONDON:Before Adam.Pkt ed.

orig.cl.G. .42
LONG:Hounds Of Tindalos.

1st ed. or.cl.F 1.05
LOUIYS:Aphrodite. .84
MACDONALD! At The Back Of

The North Wind. .98
Ditto.evrs.sl.mkd 
else good

MAODONALD:Phantastes.or. dec 
cl. e/p si spotd. 
else very good 1.05

” Ditto.or.cl.G .70
MAGPIE & WESTERLUND:Waaa- 

Wasa.trans from the 
Swedish.1st. F/dw 1.05

MACHEN:Things Near 4 Far. .91
M Great God Pan.bkpl

rem else VG 1.05
M Great God Pan 4 The

Inmost Ligh t.or. 
bds label V.G. 1.05

” The Secret Glory.G .63
M Ditto.1st.Good 1.40
M Dog 4 Duck.1st.lacks

e/p. orig. bds. trifle 
worn at sp. e/G. .84

” Far Off Things. 1st
American ed.V. G. 1.47

MAGAZINES:Astounding Science 
Fiction.or.wpps. 
V.G. 15 issues:- 
Aug-Oct-Dec 1947 
Apr-June-Aug-Oct 
Deo.1948;0ct.’49 
Jan-Feb-June-Aug 
-Oct.1950;Aug.51 4.20

M Unknown Worlds
Winter 1947; 
Summer-Winter *48 
Spring-Summer- 
Winter 1949.6 iss
-ues.or.wpps 1.68

MANNIN:Lucifer 4 The Child
1st ed. F. in d.w. .84 

” Ditto .84
MASON:Prisoner Of The Opal.

si.rubbed.else good
Cr 8vo 1.05

MARCH:Darkening Meridian.
1st. Fine in d.w. .84

MATSON:Flecker*s Magic. G .77
MAUROIS:Voyage To The Is

land Of The Arti- 
coles.lst. V.G. .84

MCKENNA:Magic Quest.bkpl 
rem.good • 70

MENNEN:Prevalence Of Witches
1st ed. V.G. 1.19

MEREJKOWSKI:The Forerunner .70 
M Ditto, or. cl.

bkpl removed .98
H Ditto.or.bds .70
w Death Of The

Gods.or.dec. cl
Good. 1920 1.05

" Ditto.1926 1.05
” Akhnaton,King

of Egypt.F/dw 1.47 
M December The

Fourteenth. 
Good in d. w. .70

MITCHISON:Corn King 4 The 
Spring Queen.
1939.P. in d.w. 1.47

MORISON 4 LAMONT:An Adven
ture. 1st. or. cl. VG 1.40

MORLEY:Where The Blue Begins 
Or.dec.cl. Very good 
in d. w. 1. 05

MULHOLLAND:Beware Familiar 
Spirits. 1st. or. 
cl.trifle mkd 1.05

•• Ditto 1.05
MUNCHAUSEN:Surprising Ad

ventures Of Baron Munchau- 
Ben.or.pict.cl. 1.75
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MUNDY:I Say Sunrise.or. cl.
Very good 1.05

M Ivory Trail.cvrs.al
mkd.else good 1.05

* Old Ugly Pace.lacks
e/p.reading copy .84

M Jimgrim.cvra.81.81d
Bp.fd. else G. .70

M OM. Secret of Ahbo’’
Valley. G. 1.19

MURRAY:Gdd Of The Witches.
1st. cva. si. sld. ..
Very Scarce 2.94

NATHAN:Fiddler In Barley. .84 
w Enchanted Voyage. .56 
NEWMAN:Armoured Doves.or

pict.wpps. .35
NICHOLSON:Space Ship To

Venus. Is,. F/dw. 1.05 
NIN:Under A Glass Bell.

1st ed.Fine in d.w. .98 
O'DUFFY:Spacious Adventures

Of Th e Man In The 
Street.1st.or.dec. 
cl.back cvr al sld 
else G.Scarce 1.05

OLIPHANT:A Beleagured City.
1900. V.G. .70

M Ditto.reading cy. .42
OPPENHEIM:A Monk Of Cruta.

Pkt.ed.G. .35
OWEN:More Thinge In Heaven 

1st* Fine in d.w. 1.05 
PAIN:Stories-4 Interludes.

1892.2nd ed.bkpl rem.
al.rubbed e/G.Scarce 119 

PEAC0CK:Gryll Grange.1896
n rem e/G 1.19

” Misfortunes Of
Elphin:Rhododanhne
1897.or.cl.G 1.19

M Gryll Grange.1895
or.dec.cl 1.40

” Melincourt.1901.
or.dec.cl.2 vols 1.40

" Maid Marian.1899
or.dec.cl.1 vol. .70 

” Misfortunes Of
Elphin.1901.1 vl. .70 

PEAKE:Gormenghast.1st ed.
Fine in d.w. 2.10

PEMBERTON:House Under The
Sea.1902.or.
pict.cl. Sc. 1.19 

PHELPS A WARD:Master Of
The Magicians.1st.
Hf.mor.si.worn at
spine else good 1.19

POE:Arthur Gordon Pym.
1898.or.cl.G 2.10

QUILLER-COUCH:Two Sides
Of The Face.1903
Ist.F. V.Scarce .98 

RADCLIFFE:Stone Lady.1905 
(cont:”Two Mad 
StoriesH)or.cl.
Sea rce 1.19

REID:Th e Retreat.nick in
H/T.else VG .91

ROBERTS:In The Morning Of
Time.1st.G. 1.40

ROHMER:Quest Of The Sacred 
Slipper.or.cl. .77

M Ditto.pkt.ed. .35
” Yellow Sh adows. .84
M Brood Of The Witch-

Queen. cvr. mkd/G • 84
” Grey Face.1927 .63

ROHMER:Bat Wing.1925.G .63
w Tales of Secret Egypt

cva. si. fd else G .77
” Book of Fu-Manchu.

Complete ed. Good 1.05 
M Mystery of Dr.Fu-

Manchu.1922. Good .70
” Daughters of Fu-

Mancnu.1933.V.G. .84
SANSOM:Fireman Flower,Ac. 0 .84
SHIEL:Cold Steel.1929.Ltd 

ed 105 copies.signed
i vel/ol.F. 7 line 
ins or by Juan I of 
Redonda 4.20

” How The Old Woman Got
Home.1st ed.F/dw 2.10 

” Cold Steel.reissued
1929. Good in d. w. 1.05 

” Best Short Stories.
Sel:Joh n Gawsworth 
1st edition 1.47

” ditto.cva si rubbed .77 
STAPLEDON:Last & First Men

; 932. Fine . 1.40
” Saints A Revo$it-

ionariea. 1939^
1st ed.V. G. 1.05 

” Sirius. Fantasy.
1944.Fine in DW 1.19

The Flame.Fantasy
1947.1st 9d.F^ne 
in d. w. 1.19

STEAD:Real Ghost Stories:
1897.1st ed. or. cl 2.10

STOKER:Jewel Of Seven Stars
1919 si sld e/G . 49

” Lair Of The White .
Worm, or wpps . 35

SULLIVAN:The Jade God.1924
1st ed.V.G. 1.05

TIMLIN:The Ship That Sailed 
to Mara.1923.1st ed 
Lge Qto.Hf Mor.by 
Zaehnsdorf. Superb 
copy of one of rarest 
most beautiful Fan
tasy Books sold

TURNER:Henry Airbubble,in 
Sea rch of a Cir
cumference to h is 
Breath. F/d. w. lat 1.75 

Duoh ess Of Popo-
Oatapetl.1939.1st
Fine in d.w. 1.75

WAKEFIELD:They Return At
Evening.lat. 1.19
Clock Strite a
Twelve.1st.VG 1.40 

Ghost Stories.
Florin Bks. .70

WELLS:Island Of Dr.Moreau.
1896.1st.or Pict cl 

bk cvr al stained A 
corner affected e/G
V.Scarce "First* 4.20 
The World Set Free.
1914.lat.sp faded
Bkpl of A. E. WAITE 1.47

WILLIAMS:Place Of the Lion 1.05
Descent Into Hell 1.19
All Hallows’Eve 1.19
War In Heaven .91

WRIGHT:World Below. F/d. w. .98 
” Vengeance of Gwa. .56 
SPECTRE,THZ: YE VAMPYRES!

A Legend. 1875 
(Bleiler Quotes 
1877)Rare 5. 88
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type of mat- 
to recognize

The first 
stories is fail-
entertain, and 
ship to literature

Defense
n

SPACE
OPERA

‘Space opera’ has long been a 
recognized idiom in the world of 

science fiction, and it is here used 
in its more general meaning, that 
is, a term designating that type of 
action story which takes place in 

space or on another planet.
Much bitter criticism has been written concerning this 

ial and much of it has been unfair, perhaps through failure 
its relationship to the general stream of literature.
error made in the criticism of Science Fiction Adventure 

ure to realize that these stories are written simply to 
for no other reason. They bear the same relation- 

as do folk ballads to classical music. This, however, 
is not to say that either Science Fiction Adventure or folk ballads are in any 
way written to amuse the illiterate or the immature, nor is this to say that the 
content of these fields is valueless, for there is, in both these fields, a certain 
nearness to basic truth and thus a certain inborn greatness. Yet despite this 
innate greatness it is just as unfair to compare Space Opera with a serious, or 
‘sociological’ science fiction work as it would be to compare ‘Barbara Allan’ 
with a Mozart string quarter, for the two are written with different purposes in 
mind and employ almost entirely foreign sets of rules. One would not expect a 
folk tune to be as carefully developed as a quartet, and were it so developed it 
would no longer be folk music but would have become something entirely dif
ferent. It is perhaps true that the results might have higher musical value, but 
what could one hum in the shower if all popular tunes were as complex as a 
string quarter? Likewise, what might a science fiction fancier read for sheer 
relaxation if all science fiction demanded the careful consideration necessary 
in reading such a work as Orwell’s ‘1984’?

These stories are pure adventure and should be criticised as such. Therein 
lies the second error of criticism, failure to realize that this type of story is 
simply a modern development of the ancient art of relating an interesting ad
venture. -26-



BUYING or SELLING
If you are looking for elusive fantasy items 

for your collection, you will find that I can probably help 
you. My stock consists of thousands of fantasy books and 
magazines. I have such items as early Weird Tales, "The 
Outsider" and last month's issue of Galaxy, so send me a 
list of what you need. I send out monthly lists - your name 
will be added to my mailing list for the asking.

If you have single items or a whole collec
tion you want to sell, get in touch with me. I have been 
buying and selling fantasy fiction since 1939, and I always 
need more good stock. Right now I need Thrill Book maga
zines, Horrors, Terrors, Strange Tales, Unknowns, etc. and 
etc. Send me a list of what you have to sell, including the 
condition and price wanted.

Prompt reply on all inquiries.

Claude Held '

372 Dodge St. Buffalo 8, N.Y.

THE CHALLENGE OF SPACE
By

ARTHUR LOUIS JOQUEL II
Researcher and lecturer; member of many technical societies

Thirteen dramatic episode-chapters which range in time from the creation of 
the universe to its final dissolution, and in space across the Earth and out to the far 
galaxies — a book filled with vital and original concepts.

Titles of the sections are: “In the Beginning . . . ”; Our Atlantean Heritage; 
Science in the Ancient World; The Alexandrian Library; Apollonius of Tyana — 
The Forgotten Sage; The Missing Years in the Life of Jesus; Speculations on the 

’Origin of Playing Cards; Sir Francis Bacon and His “New Atlantis”; “The Man Who 
Never Dies” — A Genetic Inquiry; The Quest of the Phantom Planets; Some Notes 
on Unexplained Phenomena; Youth and the New Frontier; The Evolution of 
Tomorrow.

A new and exciting approach to the mysteries of history and science which will 
stimulate the mind and inspire the imagination!

224 pages, photographic illustrations, cloth bound. Price $4.00.

HOUSE-WARVEN, PUBLISHERS
5228 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood 27, California
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These are the same tales told around campfires from the stone age 
to the present.^ The language of the tales changes, the dress and the 
mores evolve, but the characters and the basic situation remain the 
same: a brave and good man faces a great adventure which he meets 
with super-human courage and ingenuity.

Adventure Science Fiction as an extension of the earlier forms of 
the adventure story is discussed by Robert Butman in his honors essay, 
‘Modern Mythological Fiction’j and by Clem Dane in ‘American Fairy 
Tales’.g Recently Holcomb summed up this same idea thusly: ‘Science 
Fiction deals with man’s dreams and fears, which, in days gone by, 
found expression in poetry, myth, or fairy story.’ 3

Butman’s essay compares science fiction, and especially adventure 
science fiction, with mythology, showing that this type of work is sim
ply mythology in modern dress, magic having been replaced by science. 
He points out that the ‘Golden Bough’ which formerly sailed the Medit- 
erranian has now become a space ship bound for the farthest star, that 
sorcerors are now scientists, that Cenaturs, Cyclops, and dragons 
now appear as ‘half-goats,
worms, fish...or long-armed 
Martians.' 1

In Dane’s essay science 
fiction is compared with fairy 
tales, with science fiction ad
venture being called mechan
ized fairy tales for a mechan
ized nation. Even though 
America could never be deluded 
by old world magic, which de
nies every ounce of applied 
science upon which America is 
based, yet she must have her 
fairy tales, for there is pres
ent in the new world that cer
tain yearning to be deluded. 
How better/Dane asks, could 
this yearning be satisfied than 
by science fiction?2

Undoubtedly the first adven
ture story (And thus the first ancestor of Adventure Science Fiction) 
concerned mighty tribal hunters, for such episodes are outlinedin many 
cave drawings. Then came stories of natural phenomena personified as 
gods, and from this arose mythology. Perhaps almost contemporary 
with this were the first fairy tales, the dreams of men fulfilled by mag
ic. Based upon these two forms the heroic tales of tribal and national 
supermen evolved...stories of men who conquered against all odds by 
superior strength, great intelligence, magic or aid from the gods. 
From this group came Homer's ‘Odyssey’, the Arthurian Legend, Beo- 
wolf, the Cid, and their many adventurer-brothers. The pattern thus 
established furnished material for the creators of almost all subsequent 
adventure stories. Adventure Science Fiction has simply added to the 
qualifications of a hero a superior knowledge of science and has thus 
eliminated the necessity of magic. What need have we for Merlin today 
when any number of technicians could easily ‘baffle’ him in mere sec
onds ? Yet, though science replaces magic, the ancient concept of a 
hero adventurer remains unchanged.

Failure to realize this leads criticism to a third error, a condem
nation of the sparse characterization of Adventure Science Fiction.

If characters tend to resemble one another it is for the very good 
reason that adventure stories have always tended, by repetition and by 
their basic concepts, to become allegorical, to personify bravery, in-
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telligence, and righteousness contrasted against lust, pride, and tempt
ation.^ Today the cleancut spaceman and his fair companion are what 
every reader might well wish to be, while his enemies are the epitome 
of that which is loathesome. The two groups of characters personify 

good and evil, and personifica
tion by its very nature requires 
that a single character repre
sent a group. Were characters 
to take on individualism, per
sonification could not exist, nor 
could allegory for such individ
ualism would require the read
er's attention to be shifted from 
the struggle between good and 
evil to the characters them
selves, thus weakening the al
legory beyond the point of rea
son. The spaceman of Adven
ture Science Fiction must re
main as he is for the same 
reason Piers Plowman could 
not appear as a ‘living’ char
acter: a character well devel
oped would result in an entire
ly different type of literature 
in either case. "

The same may be said for 
plot structure. In adventures

of any type only a variation in detail is allowed, for the basic struc
ture must remain stable in order to accomplish the same purpose in 
each tale or the story is not an adventure. The hero must succeed in 
his battle with evil whether the tale be a myth, a fairy story, a west
ern, a whodunit, or a Space Opera.

If Adventure Science Fiction must be criticised (and of course it 
must in order to grow), then let it be criticised for poor diction and for 
poor internal structure, but let it not be crucified for belonging to the 
field of adventure stories.

If more serious flaws are found then let them be pointed out in the 
adventure field as a whole rather than in one isolated corner of the whole.

1. Robert Butman; ‘Modern Mythological Fiction’ (an honors essay), 
in ‘The Reader and Collector1, v. 3, n. 5-6, v. 4, n. 1-2, October, 
1945, through October, 1946.

2. Clem Dane; ‘American Fairy Tales’, ‘Fortnight’, 145 (n. 139) 
465-470, April, 1936.

3. C. Holcomb; ‘Science-Fiction Phenomenon in Literature’, ‘Satur
day Review of Literature’, 32:9-10, May 28, 1949. Pag'd 9.

("In Defense of Space Opera" Is an excerpt from a thesis now 
in progress at the University of Southern California.)

PLEASE MENTION S F ADVERTISER WHEN ANSWERING ADS DEPARTMENT: 
The size of each issue of SFA is directly proportional to the 
amount of advertising space sold, which in turn is greatly 
dependent upon the number of returns the advertisers know 
are in response to their SFA ads. Take the ad on the next 
page, for example. S & S wouldn't believe me if I told them 
that most s-f collectors won't mutilate even a fan magazine. 
So, theirs being a coupon ad, SFA very likely will get no 
more S & S business. Unless you guys who buy SLAN give SFA 
a plug with the return postal the publishers put in the book.
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SLAN is back!
At last you can obtain a copy 

of this rare science fiction classic

IN the eleven years since it was first 
written, A. E. van Vogt’s Sian has 

become one of science fiction’s legends 
and one of its rarities. Almost every 
reader of s-f has heard of this modern 
classic and could tell you, rather vague
ly. that it concerns a telepathic mutant 
race, hunted down and almost exter
minated by a frightened mankind. But 
very few have actually read Sian or 
own a copy of it. This is why:

Sian first appeared, in magazine 
form, in the fall of 1940. It was issued 
in book fornf, five years later, in a 
limited edition that was quickly sold 
out. Lately it has not been uncommon 
for readers to offer $10 or $15 for a 
copy; and there is at least one authen
ticated instance of a copy changing 
hands for $37.

Finally, Simon and Schuster’s own 
science fiction fans decided that some
thing should be done about this. We 
persuaded van Vogt to lend us his only 
copy — which we promised to return 
unscarred.

We found that Sian was even more 
exciting and provocative than we’d re
membered. We insisted that it be made 
available again to the $2.50 (rather 

than just the $37) audience. Van Vogt 
thought that was a fine idea, too. And, 
being a perfectionist, he worked over 
the book again, revising, adapting, 
tightening, and polishing. The basic 
story is unchanged; it is just a bit more 
of a masterpiece, that’s all.

This brand new edition of Sian has 
just been published. With its past his
tory in mind, we thought we ought to 
give you fair warning so that you can 
make sure of a copy before it vanishes 
again. You can find it at your book
seller’s now. Or, if you prefer, send the 
coupon below, direct to the publishers.

OBTUSE THIS COUPON TO ORDER. SEND NO MONEY.

— — — — — —---------------------
• SIMON AND SCHUSTER, Dept. 5-30 
| । 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 30, N. Y.

Please send me a copy of A. E. van Vogt’s I 
। Sian. I will pay postman $2.50 plus post- ■ 
I age when it arrives. If not delighted, I I 
■ may return it in 10 days for refund.

■ Name............™«.... ... ............ ............. -

■ Address.—......—.............................................. |
I I
I City—........................Zone...... State..._______ ■
■ n SAVE. Enclose payment and WE pay . 

postage. Same refund guarantee.



LAST CALL
for a 23 % saving on

THE BOOK EVERY MAGAZINE COLLECTOR HAS ALWAYS 
WANTED!I

Ready soon-----a complete index to all the 
Science-Fiction and most of the Fantasy 
Magazines. Every issue from the first 1926 
AMAZING to the end of 1950; over 1275 issues 
of 48 magazines. There's a completeiaZpha- 
betlcal INDEX by AUTHORS, an INDEX by TITLES 
and CHECKLISTS of the Magazines Indexed. All 
in a BIG book, 85 x 11 inches, bound in Full 
Buckram---and at a real saving if you act NOW!

INDEX to the 
SCIENCE-FICTION MAGAZINES 

1926-1950 

$fi50 
PRICE... V •

PREPUBLICATION ....only until
PRICE........ J • APRIL 30, 195’2

FLASH! — Added since the last announcement: 
The British stf magazines: TALES OF WONDER, 
FANTASY, NEW WORLDS. Also the Cover Artists will be indexed plus many new pseudonyms.



A Complete Index To:

AIR WONDER STORIES..... AMAZING DETECTIVE TALES.............. AMAZING STORIES 
AMAZING STORIES ANNUAL.. .AMAZING STORIES QUARTERLY.. .ASTONISHING STORIES 
ASTOUNDING (STONIES)(SCIENCE FICTION)............................. AVON FANTASY READER 
CAPTAIN FUTURE....COMET STORIES...COSMIC STORIES.... DYNAMIC STORIES 
FAMOUS FANTASTIC MYSTERIES...FANTASTIC ADVENTURES..FANTASTIC NOVELS 
FANTASTIC STORY QUARTERLY..................... FANTASY FICTION................... FANTASY BOOK 
FROM UNKNOWN WORLDS.FUTURE (FICTION)(combined with SCIENCE FICTION) 
GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION..GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS...IMAGINATION 
MAGAZINE OF FANTASY (AND SCIENCE FICTION)....MARVEL SCIENCE STORIES 
A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE................MIRACLE STORIES.....OTHER WORLDS 
OUT OF THIS WORLD ADVENTURES.............PLANET STORIES..............SCIENCE FICTION 
SCIENCE FICTION QUARTERLY............................................. SCIENCE WONDER STORIES 
SCIENTIFIC DETECTIVE MONTHLY......................................................STARTLING STORIES 
STIRRING SCIENCE STORIES..................... SUPER SCIENCE (STORIES)(NOVELS) 
THRILLING WONDER STORIES............... TWO COMPLETE SCIENCE ADVENTURE NOVELS 
UNCANNY TALES............................. UNKNOWN (WORLDS)............................... WONDER STORIES 
WONDER STORIES QUARTERLY............ WONDER STORY ANNUAL..WORLDS BEYOND

Index to the 
Science-Fiction 

Magazines 
4 1926-1950

Compiled and Arranted by

DONALD B. DAY.

To take advantage of the pre-publication savings, 
send your order today with remittance to:

PERRI PRESS,

Rox 5007, Portland 13, Ore.
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204 Rick Avknuk Statkn Ibland 14, N. V. SAINT GKORQK 7-B28O

SPECIAL SPECIAL ANNOUNCE! .ENT

We have just concluded purchasing the entire remaining stock of one of 
the oldest and largest dealers *n the country. ‘We refer to Mr. i^on Pole 
of the Beonx, this city, who ha? been relatively inactive for ten years, but 
retained over 5»000 magaziies stores away.

This stock has now been merged with our own already large stock of magazines, 
so that we now have over 10,000 science fiction end fantasy magazines. This is 
very likely the largest stock of such type magezines In the world.

Because of this purchase we ere running e number of special selcs below 
in the effort to reduce our inventory somewhat. There are a number of each set 
available, so have no fear of ordering and not receiving what you dedire.

In addition we are proud to acclaim that we cen supply nearly ai^ science 
fiction or fantasy magazine standardly'ioliected. Send for free catalogues. A 

post card will suffice.

SPECIAL OFFERS
A COMPUTE SET OF READING COPIES OF SCIENCE WONDER AND WONDER QUARTERLIES 

Fourteen quarterlies, devoted excusively to interplanetary stories.
Virtually none of these stories have ever been reprinted. Each issue feat
ured a long novel by a well known author with several other novelettes and 
shorts. Such famous novels as Leurance inning’s "Voyage of the Asteroid" 
appeared here, along tith novels by such famous men as Bay Cummings., 
Stanton A. Ccblentz, John Beynon (Harrid), J. M. Walsh, and many others. 
Thousands of pages of reading entertainment. All copies are complete, but 
without coversor else only in good condition. All fourteen, the complete 
set for $7.50:

The same set as above, but in very good condition with both covers 
for collecting purposes for 112.50

A COITLETE SET OF SCIENCE WCKDxR ST CRIES
All twelve issues of this now extremely rare Gernsback publication. 

Jt contained many works by Jack Williamson, David H. Keller end other 
authors of equal reknown. We offer the complete set of twelve issues, 
June 1929 to May 1950, in varying conditions. In coverless condition for 
reading purposes for $5.00. In good condition with both covers for $7.50 
In very good condition for collectors for $1C.OO, and for the very partic
ular collector who wants his set nearly mint we offer it for $12.50

A COMPLETE SET OF AIR WONDER SI CRIES
All eleven issues of this even rare mggezine published as a companion 

to the above by Gernsback. Equally famous materiel appeared here. Such 
excellent items as G. A. England’s "The Flying Legion", Victor MacClure's 
"Ark of the Covenant" and Edmond Hamilton’s "Cities in the Air" ere, pnly 
the novels that appeared here. We offer the complete sets of eleven issues 
from July 1929 to May 1950 for the same prices in the same conditions as the 
ebovS sets

SCIENTIFIC DETECTIVE
The third companion magazine issued by Gernsback beginning with the 

January 1950 issue, here we cen offer only the first two issues dated 
January and February 1950. We offer these two for $2.50 in fine condition 
or $2.00 in good condition. Sorry, no reading copies available.
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204 Rick Avknuk Statin Iiland 14, N. Y. SAint aiORai 7-B29O

A NEARLY COULLTE SET OF AIDING ST OR ILS QUART EK LY IK READING COKDITION
We offer twenty one of the twenty two issues in coverless end good 

condition mixed. For the science fiction enthusiast who has never 
sampled these quarterlies an unusual treat is in store. Contained herein 
are such deathless classics as Miles J. Breuer's "Paradise and Iron*, 
four long novels by Stanton A. Coblentz only one of which has ever 
appeared elsewhere, A wealth of material by John k. Campbell Jr., 
vack Williamson, Devid H. Keller, Earl Vincent, A. Hyatt Verrill, 
homer Eon Flint, H. G. Wells end numerous others. We offer this set 
of 21 issues (Spring 1951 is missing Vol. ^2) for ^l^.OO

As an introductory offer we have a number of copies of the last 
two quarterlies which had the upper left hand corner waterlogged. Other 
than this they are in mint condition with both covers. As readir^; 
copies we offer both of these two issues for 75^« For this very low price 
can be obtained Coblentz’s "Sunken World, harl Vincent's "Berton's Asland, 
0. A. Kline's "Malignant Entity", Garret P. Strvise' "Second Delude" end 
David H. Keller's "The *'4enace" and other worthy items. If fine copies 
are desired of these two issues they are available for $1.55

C OVER LESS AI-SAL INGS BY YEARS
Here at last is an oportunity to read the finest of the old magazines 

for very little cost. We offer complete years in coverless cobdition 
at a price accesaable to all. Price is for the entire year, twelve issues 
appearing unless otherwise mentioned

1927i $7.00 1928» $6.50 1929»$6.50 19501 $6.00
1951* $6.0C 19521 $5.00 1955 »$M0 (eleven issues only)
19>^« $5.50 1955* $2.50 (10 issues only) 19?61 $1.50 (6 issues)
1957i $1.50 ( 6 issues) 1926: last four issues $5*00

A complete set from 9/26 to April 195$ in reeding condition $50.00 
12^Magazines. A year of reading at least.

A COMPLETE SEI OF ALL IhE LARGE SIzE ISSUES OF FANTASTIC ADVENTURES
All nine issues, the first nine issued by Fantastic Advemtures, in very 

good condition. All uniforn in dimensions with the old large size magazines 
with f^ont and back covers illustrated. Contains the Burroughs never printed 
in bookf form, John Russell team's Golden Amazon stories, Esndo Binder's 
little people stories and many others. All nine for $5.50

These are only a few of the items we are able to offer the fantasy 
field. Besides magazine specials we have a huge insvntory of books from the 
rarest to the commonest. Catalogues appear bi-monthly of ten to fourteen pages. 
Books are catalogues by types of story, and each list carries an exact inventory 
of the magazine issues available.

RARE RARE RARE RARE
H. P. LOVECRAFTt THE SHADOW CVLR IKESMOUTH Visionary Publishing Company

Everett Pennsylvenial926. Nice copy with d.j. Very, Very few of these 
exist. $50.00 One only

All books by Jack Mann in good condition or better, including those not 
listed in the checklist. Also H. M. Egbert's #Ses Demons" and "Eric of Strong 
Heart". Tod Robbin's "Master of Murder" end "Mysterious Martin"
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British and Foreign Publications 
====•—

548-550 LEEDS ROAD, BRADFORD, YORKS.

ENGLAND
We hare pleasure in oflering the following fantasy books including many 
bargains. Please do not send money slth order;let us know your wants and
we will write you. BR.British edition AM.American edition
d/w. dust wrapper 1st.first edition o/w.otherwise
Anon:VENUS AND CUPID Good copy 1st.BR.1896 $2.00
Anon:DAMNED Nice copy BR.1926 .50
Anstey:THE TINTED VENUS Fine copy BR.1898 2.00
Ardrey:WORLDS BEGINNING Fine copy BR.1946 1.00
Bailey:DELIVER ME FROM EVA Fine copy 1st.AM.1946 .50
Balogh:THE LADY OF THE FJORDS Good copy lst.BR.1937 .40
Bangs:THE PURSUIT OF THE HOUSE-BOAT Very good copy BR.19O1 .50
Barringer:GERFALCON Fine copy lst.BR.1927 2.00
Bellamy:DR.HEIDENHOFF'S PROCESS Flyleaf missing o/w.;
Belloc:PONGO AND THE BULL Nice copy

good copy
1st.BR.1884
1st.BR.1910

1.50
3.50

Benoit :THE QUEEN OF THE ATLANTIS Good copy BR^.d. .50
Benson,E.F:THE IMAGE JN THE SAND Good copy BR.1905 1.00
Benson,E.F:VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE Mint in d/w. BR.n.d. 1.00
Benson,R.H:THE DAWN OF ALL Mint in d/w. BR.1945 1.30
Beresford :THE HAMPDENSHIRE WONDER Mint in d/w. BR.1948 1.00
BeresfordiRKVOLUTION Name on flyleaf o/w.good copy BR.1921 1.20
Bierce:EYES OF THE PANTHER Fine copy BH.I928 1.00
Bierce;IN THE MIDST OF LIFE Good copy BR.1950 1.00
Bierce:THE MONK AND THE HANGMAN'S DAUGHTER Fine copy BR.1927 1.00
Blackwood :THE EDUCATION OF UNCLE PAUL Name on flyleaf o/w.good copy

BR.1920 1.00
Blackwood :THE EMPTY HOUSE Mint in dust wrapper BR.1947 1.70
Blackwood :THE HUMAN CHORD Slightly damp stained o/w.
Blackwood:TALBS OF THE UNCANNY AND SUPERNATURAL Very 
Blatchford:THE SORCERY SHOP Good copy

rery good copy
1st.BR.1910 

fine copy
BR.1949

1st.BR.1907

1.50
1.70
4.00

Bolsgilbert:CAESAR'S COLUMN Paper backed,falrly good
Bolitho :H0USE IN HALF MOON STREET Mint in d/w.

copy 
1st.BR.1891

BR.1946
1.50
1.00

Bond:MR.MERGER!HWIRKER'S LOBBLIES Fine copy lst.AM.1946 1.50
Boothby :THB KIDNAPPED PRESIDENT Name on end-paper 0/w.very nice copy
Boshell:DOG'S LIFE Mint in dust wrapper

1st.BR.1902 
BR.1945

2.50
1.00

Bowen:THE VIPER OF MILAN Mint in d/w. BR.1948 1.00
Bulwer-Lytton:NIGHT AND MORNING Good copy BR.1851 1.00
Bulwer-Ijrtton:A STRANGE STORY Good copy BR.n.d. 1.00
Butler:EREWHON REVISITED Fine copy in d/w. BR.1921 1.50
Cabell :THB HIGH PLACE Good copy 1st.BR.1923 1.00
Cabell:JURGEN Very fine copy BR.1949 .50
Canpbell:THE INCREDIBLE PLANET Nice copy in d/w. lst.AM.1949 1.70
ChestertonzTHE FLYING INN Mint in d/w. BR.1950 1.00
Chesterton:THE MAN WHO WAS THURSDAY Mint in d/w BR.1947 1.00
ChestertoniRETURN OF DON QUIXOTE Very nice copy 1st.BR.1927 6.00
Collier:THB DEVIL AND ALL Limited signed edition lst.BR.1934 6.00
Collins:SUBMARINE CITY Mery fine copy BR.1949 .50
Corelli:A ROMANCE 01 TWO WORLDS Mint in d/w. BR.1950 1.00^radock:GATEWAY TO REMEMBRANCE Mint in d/w. BR.1950 1.50
Danby;TWILIGHT Good copy 1st.BR.1916 1.00
De La Mare:THE THREE ROYAL MONKEYS Very fine copy BR.1946 1.00
De LissertTHE WHITE WITCH OF ROSEHHALL Fine copy BR.1936 1.0**
De Morgan:IHEN GHOST MEETS GHOST Weak spine o/w.good copy BR.1914 .50
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Notes From the Editor
There isn’t space this issue to 

present reviews on our usual scale. 
Until justbefore going to press the 
plan was to skip them entirely. 
But, rather than postpone mention 
of several interesting recent titles, 
the editor will try his unpracticed 
hand at reviewing.

The new anthologies include 
SCIENCE FICTION OMNIBUS, a 
reissue in one volume of Bleiler 
and Dikty’s' Best Science Fiction 
Stories: 1949 and 1950. The stor
ies were drawn from a wide var
iety of 1948 and 1949 sources. 
Recommended to all who missed 
the original volumes. (Garden 
City, over 600 pages, $2.95.)

And Frederik Pohl has collec
ted 19 stories for a paper-bound 
Permabook edition(35^), BEYOND 
THE END OF TIME. Original pub
lication of most was 1950 & 51; a 
few are drawnfrom scattered dates 
in the '40s. Longest and perhaps 
best is ‘Scanners Live in Vain' 
from a 1948 Fantasy Book.

But the biggest anthology news 
yet this year is of TOMORROW, 
THE STARS (Doubleday, 249 pp., 
$2.95), edited and with an intro
duction by JRobert A. Heinlein. I 
wouldn’t sa^ that you should buy 
this book for its introduction alone, 
but if it contained nothing else it 
would be worth the price to me. 
My enthusiasm finds its cause in 
Heinlein's neat presentation ofmy 
side of a controversial matter on 
which I have recently found many 
of SFA’s readers holding opposed 
views. Outstanding in this collec
tion of none-les s-than-good stor
ies are Tucker’s ‘Tourist Trade’, 
perhaps the best humerous s-f 
yarn I’ve read in several years; 
Leinster’s ‘Keyhole’, Kornbluth’s 
‘The Silly Season’, and Kuttner's 
‘Absalom’. Perhaps you read the 
recent Avon paper-bound, Post 
Fantasy Stories with as much dis
appointment as I (but for the pres
ence of one, at most two really 
good yarns, I might have been 
prejudiced against the entirety of 
slick fantasy and s-f). There are 
several in this collection from 
SatEvePost and Colliers that tend

to redeem those magazines in the 
eyes of the s-f initiate.

At that period of my reading 
history when I thought of Merritt 
and Stuart as accomplished‘styl
ists’, John Taine was one of my 
favorite s-f writers. Since, of 
course, there have been modific
ations to my literary taste, and, 
too, the average level of s-f writ
ing has shown a gratifying rise. 
Both these phenomena have caused 
an attenuation of my enthusiasm 
for Taine. However, there is that 
in his books which I still find en
joyable. This man, you know, is 
a mathematician of note. Among 
his friends and associates are 
many eminent workers in several 
fields of science. He tells a good 
story, defects in characterization, 
etc., notwithstanding, and the sort 
of thinking you would expect of 
such a man doe& show through. 
Recently published of his are THE 
IRON STAR (Fantasy Pub. Co., 
Inc., 312 pp., $3) and SEEDS OF 
LIFE (Fantasy Press, 255 pp., 
$2.75).

The inadequacies of his fiction, 
by the way, do not have their coun
terparts inhis more serious writ
ing. I hope sometime to write a 
rave article about his ten non-fic - 
tion titles. In the meantime, I want 
to recommend without qualification 
to all who share the ‘s-f view of 
life' those <nf his books that are 
currently in print: The Magic of 
Numbers (which is'not what other 
books of similar titles might lead 
you to expect here, but rather is 
as fine an account of the thinking 
of Pythagoras and his successors 
to the present day as you’ll find) 
and Mathematics: Queen and Ser
vant of Science. The author here, 
be it noted, is E. T. Bell. These 
books are thought inducers. Nev
ertheless, they read easier than 
his novels and display a degree of 
wit seldom found so well integrated 
in a serious work.

The New American Library 
has reissued van Vogt's Voyage 
of the Space Beagle as MISSION: 
INTERPLANETARY (25^). This 
is a novel compounded of short
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DO YOU READ OR COLLECT MAGAZINES?
If you do, send us your want Hat. We specialize in 
furnishing magazines of all kinds, end may have the very 
issues you need. Our prices are reasonable, and we will 
promptly refund the purchase price of anything bought 
from us that is unsatisfactory for any reason. You will 
like dealing with us because you take no chances of loss 
or dissatisfaction. For more than 20 years we have been 

supplying book and magazine collectors by mail.

Although we specialize in weird and fantastic public
ations, we also carry stocks of and can supply adventure, 
western, detective, end other types of magazines, dating 

back to 1915 and before.

Do you have a collection of books or magazines you wish 
to sell? If so, send us a full description of what you 
have, its condition, price, etc. We buy thousands of 
items every year in this manner. We prefer to b$y entire 
collections or very large lots, but will be glad to dis
cuss the sale of your items with you, no matter how few.

Let us hear from you.
All correspondence promptly answered.

Booklovers’ Bargain House
P.O. Box 214. Little Rock. Arkansas

stories of which some have been 
considered among vV's best. Be- 
yong that, I refer you to A. J. Cox, 
Professor on Pause (semantic).

Best recent novel, to my taste, 
is Wilson (Bob) Tucker's absorb
ing and unusual CITY IN THE SEA 
(Rinehart, $2.50). A story of the 
far future. Unconventional, re - 
strained, believable. Tucker has 
previously offered a handful of 
detective novels. Let us hope that 
his first s-f book will be followed 
by others.

William F. Nolan (4458 56th 
St., San Diego, Calif.) has per
formed a signal service for col
lectors with his publication of 
RAY BRADBURY REVIEW (50£). 
He has filled 64 pages with com
mentary on the subject author’s 
stories, a biography, three art
icles and an obscurely published 
story by Bradbury, a detailed in
dex, and original art work. Avery 
neat job and one which Mr. Nolan 
plans to repeat with such subjects 
as Kuttner, Heinlein, Sturgeon, 
and van Vogt. This program de
serves the support of all of us.
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The January 26th issue of Pub
lishers’ Weekly was the one car
rying the ‘spring announcements’ 
of all (well, almost) U.S. publish
ers. On the off chance that;you’d 
be interested in knowing what I 
found interesting in these 105 fine
ly printed pages, I’ll mention a 
few of the titles (s-f and others) 
announced for publication in Feb. 
through June.

Atmospheres of the Earth and 
Planets is announced in a revised 
edition.... Alan Barth's Loyalty of 
Free Men, which I found to be a 
particularly sane treatment of a 
subject seldom so handled, is now 
dueoutina 35£ paper bound... From 
Greenberg we may expect Jack of 
Eagles by James Blish, vV’s The 
Weapon Makers (this could affect 
the market value of the Hadley ed
ition either way), and - hold onto 
your hats, boys - Hawk Carse...A 
two-bit edition of The Illustrated 
Man...Anthologies from each of 3 
magazines. Galaxy, Magazine of 
Fantasy and Science Fiction, and 
ASF.......Another Bleiler and Dikty 
anth., Imagination Unlimited, this



time from Farrar, Strauss, and 
Young...P. W. Bridgeman, Nature 
of Some of our Physical Concepts. 
...Autobiographical stuff by Cabell, 
Quiet, Please...SFAdvertiser sub
scriber Rudolf Carnap has Con
tinuum of Inductive Methods hom
ing from the press of his employ
ers, U of Chicago...Gnome Press 
offers a US 1st of Clarke’s Sands 
of Mars - now you’ve no excuse 
for missing it...And Harpers fol
lows his Interplanetary Flight 
with The Exploration of Space.

Conklin’s 2nd Vanguard anth., 
Invaders of Earth....d’Abro, Rise 
of the New Physics (in print and 
re commended of his are Evolution 
of Scientific Thought and The De
cline of Mechanism in Modern 
Physics)...Five Adventure Novels 
of Haggard in one volume...A re
issue of J. Frazer’s The Golden 
Bough, 13 volumes (must include 
Aftermath), pre-publication price 
is $45, $55 thereafter...A.L. Fur
man, TeenAge S-F Stories...Cyril 
Judd, Outpost Mars...... Psychology 
and Alchemy, vol. 1 in the Collec
ted Works of Jung.......Negley (ed), 
Quest for Utopia, an anthology of ' 
imaginary societies (the same old 
stand-by's)....Neugebauer, Exact 
Sciences in Antiquity.

Kuttnerhis’a suspense novel’, 
Man Drowning coming from Har
per...Nininger, Out of the Sky: In
troduction to Meteoritics...Woll- 
heim, PrizeiS-F For 1952, from 
McBride.......Schrodinger, Science 
and Humanism: Physics in Our 
time....Urey, The Planets: Their 
Origin and Development....... Weyl, 
Symmetry.

Martin Greenberg has edited 
Five Science Fiction Novels, to 
come, of course, from Gnome.... 
and someone else has done some
thing similar for one of the regu
lar trade publishers, but, dammit, 
I can’t now find it listed.

Charles Lee Riddle, pub
lisher of PEON, tells us he 
is "going broke paying for
warding postage" and wishes 
note to be made of his new 
address: P.O. Box 463

Church Street Station 
New York City 8

WANTED: BACK ISSUE MAGS J J

Will buy good to mint copies 
of any stf-fantasy’mags.
Will pay following rates:

1947-1951 —— 10/
1943-1946 —— 15/
1939-1942    20/
1930-1938   25/ 
Pre 1930 —— 30/

Will go higher for UNKNOWN, 
early ASTOUNDING, early 
WEIRD, and other rare mags.

Will also buy lots of stf 
books and pocketbooks. 
Send list today!!

Gerry de la Ree, 
277 Howland Avenue, 
River Edge, N. J.

A BRIEF MESSAGE TO READERS 
AND COLLECTORS OF FANTASY

Dear Fan:
Have you been "coveting" 

certain Issues of your favor
ite fantasy magazine and hes
itated to buy because of high 
prices? Then here is your 
opportunity..

For a limited time only, 
I am offering Fantasy maga
zines at very UNUSUAL PRICES. 
Included are such "select" 
items as early W?ird Tales, 
Unknown's, Unknown Worlds, . 
and many others.

To get complete details 
of this special offer, just 
send ten cents (refunded) and 
you will receive full inform
ation by return mail.

NOTE: My present stock 
is limited and service will 
be strictly on the basis of 
first come—first served. 
Don't be disappointed. Get 
your name in the mail TODAY.

Fantastically yours, 
C. E. Hendricks 
1110 Jackson Court 
Kansas City (1), Mo.
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0

Tarsan Books
by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS

The following is a complete list of titles available. Price 2/- each.

. V os®®'’6
* £.3 •

a- fOS-

Ge°*6

No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

TARZAN AND THE LOST EMPIRE 
TARZAN—LORD OF THE JUNGLE 
TARZAN THE INVINCIBLE 
TARZAN AT THE EARTH’S CORE 
TARZAN’S QUEST 
PRINCESS OF MARS

30/

No. 10.

VoL 1

No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

TARZAN 
TARZAN 
CARSON 
TARZAN 
TARZAN 
TARZAN 
TARZAN 
TARZAN 
TARZAN 
TARZAN 
TARZAN

AND THE LION MAN 
AND THE FORBIDDEN CITY 
OF VENUS
AND THE LEOPARD MEN 
AND THE CITY OF GOLD 
TRIUMPHANT
AND THE FOREIGN LEGION 
THE MAGNIFICENT 
OF THE APES 
THE UNTAMED
AND THE JEWELS OF OPAR

BEASTS OF TARZAN 
RETURN OF TARZAN

GtV o
;o1

AS

' ®°re

a 3
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BelknapGALATK 
STORM 

Gill
Hunt

THE
SUNKEN 

WORLD
Stanton 

A.

THE KID FROM MAHS 
by Oscar J. Friend - 25/

Coblentz 
25/

(Jt a-fit

fl

John 
Carstairs 

Space 
Detective

oat M Dawn 
of 
Darkness 
Astron 
del 
Martia 
25/

CONQUERORS 
OF 

VENUS 
George 
Sheldon
Brown 25/.

FUTURISTIC SCIENCE STORIES No. 5 - 25/

0*
Should you happen to dwell 
"down under", our official 
representative is

Boger N. Dard, 
232 James Street, 
PEBTH, 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA, 

(it is 6/9d to you)

P.S. This 
advert was 
designed for 

Philip J. Rasch, release on 
56? Erskine Drive, April 1, 
Pacific Palisades, 1952. 
California. (U.S.A.) but 

probably it 
and in Europe, of course, won*t be 

so who 
has been 
fooled ?

you drop a postal/ order to 
C apt.K.F.Slater,

, R.P.C.
,H., 15. (5/-)
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BOOKS GOOD TO FINE IN ORIGINAL OR 1st EDS., NET PPD. 
If not content, a prompt refund.

If possible give 2nd choice.
Price $1.00 each except where stated

Anstey - Vice Versa, London, '91
Bangs - Mr. Munchausen, 1st ed.
Cabell - Jurgen
de la Mare - Memoirs of a Midget
Erskine - Private Life of Helen of Troy
Ganpat - Mirror of Dreams

" - Harilsk
" - The Voice of Dashin

Hichens - The Dweller on the Threshold, new, d/w 
Robinson - The Great Snow, d/w
McHugh - Caleb Catlum's America
Small - The Avenging Ray
Mason - Prisoner in the Opal >
Spencer - Lady Who Came to Stay $
White - Sword in the Stone, d/w
Wright - Island of Captain Sparrow, 1st Am. ed, d/w 
Rohmer - DAy the World Ended

" - Shadow of Fu Manchu r

Shiel, M.P. - The Purple Cloud
White - Conjuror's House
Barrie - Farewell Miss Julie Logan
Shute - An Old Captivity
Verne, Jules - Dropped from the Clouds

" - Secret of the Island, Dent editions
Chesterton - Man Who was Thursday, Mod. Library 
Nathan - The Barly Fields.
Williams, Chas. - Many Dimensions
Holland, w. Bob, ed. - 25 Ghost Stories, illfia.,/
Twain - Eve's Diary, 1st ed. /new, d/w.
Huysmans - Against the Grain, illus.
Nathan - One More Spring, d/w
Schutz, Heinrich - When Mammoths Roamed the

Frozen Earth, transl., illus., 1st Am. (1929)
*#*«***■»**

Karloff, Boris, ed. - And the Darkness Falls, 
N.Y. (1946), new...2.00

Scott, Jeremy, ed. - At Close of Eve, new...2.50
Stern - Travellers in Time, new...2.00
Hole, Christina - Haunted England, 1941, new...2.
Wells, H.G. - Famous Short Stories, new, Double

day, Doran, 1937, 1015 pp...2.50
Shiel, M.P. - How the Old woman Got Home ('28) 1.25
Burroughs, Jos. B. - Titan Son of Saturn, 1905,

1st ed., rare,..2.75
Chesterton - The Poet and the Lunatics, Dodd, 

N.Y. (1929)...2.00
de la Mare - The Connoisseur & Others...1.50
McHugh - I Am Thinking of My Darling...1.25 
Moffett, Cleveland - The Conquest of America, 

N.Y. ('16)...2.50
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BOOKS FOR SALE
Harris, W.S. - Life in a Thousand Worlds, illus., 

Cleona (’05), fine...2.50
Smith, Thorne - Topper lakes a Trip, 1st ed...l.25 
Scarborough - Famous Modern Ghost Stories...1.25 
Machen - The Three Imposters...1.25
Burroughs - escape on Venus, 1st ed...l.5O
Bond - The 31st of February, 1st...1.50
Weiss - Journeys to the xlanet Mars, 548 pp., 

illus., rare...2.50
Stoker - .Lair of the W^ite Worm. ..1.50
Cabell - Something About Eve, 1st issue, NY ’27./ 
Haggard - works (5 in 1) Blk, NY '28..2.00 /2.00. 
Howard - Skull-Face & Others, d/w, new, Arkham

House, '46...5.00. Same, fine...3.00.
Haggard - Allan and the Ice-Gods, 1st,..2.00 
Merritt - The Story Behind the Store—2.50 
Beck, L. Adams - House of Fulfillment...1.25 
Large, E.C. - Sugar in the Air, London (’37) 

1st ed., fine...2.50
Fischer - Pause to Wonder...1.75
Stern - The Moonlight Traveler, 1st...1.50
Ehrlich - The Big Eye, 1st...1.25
Hubbard - The Kingslayer, d/w...1.50
de Camp - nest Darkness Fall, d/w...1.50
Ross, Malcolm - rhe Man Who Hived Backward, NY, 

(•50), 1st ed...1.25
Heinlein - Sixth Column, d/w...1.50
Sturgeon - The Dreaming Jewelsm '50, d/w...1.35 
James, M.R. - Collected Ghost Stories, London 

( ’49), Jd/w.. .2.00
Marquis, Don - The Almost Perfect State, ’27, 

1st ed., d/w...1.75
Asimov - Pebble in the Sky, d/w...1.25
Cummings, gay - Shadow Girl, d/w...1.00
Bond - Exiles of Time, d/w...1.25
Caldecott - Fires Burn Blue, d/w...1.35
Wall - The Unfortunate Fursey, d/w...1.25
Erskine - Penelope's Man, d/w...1.00
Bradbury - Dark Carnival, d/w...1.75
Finney - The Circus of Dr. Lao, illus.$y Fish/ 
Peake - Titus Groan, d/w...1.25 /...2.25
Blavatski - Nightmare Tales, illus., wrapps, 

London, n.d...l.50
Moore - Greener Than You Think, d/w...1.35
Hodgson - House on the Borderland, Arkham ’46,d/w 
Norris - Nutro 29, d/w...1.50 /...5.00
Dumas - Wolf Leader illus by Mahlon Blaine, d/w/ 
Heard - Doppelgangers d/w...1.50 /...2.00
Wells - 7 Famous Novels, Knopf ed...2.00
Warner, Sylvia T. - After the Death of Don Juan, 

1st ed.,.1.25
Wells - Time Machine, London 1895, 1st issue.8.75 
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ENGLISH AND FOREIGN BOOKSELLERS : WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

INCORPORATING S-F SERVICE

TEL ROY. 2273. 205 BROWNLOW HILL. LIVERPOOL 3. ENGLAND

Ptrtonal Servlet to Rwodwri . . .
NEW AND SECONDHAND BOOKS AND MAGAZINES 
DIRECT MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS TO MAGAZINES . . .
SPECIALISTS IN WEIRD. FANTASTIC AND SCIENTIFIC FICTION 
SPECIAL BOOK-FINDING SERVICE . . .

H. M. CROSSEN
A. L. MILNES

AIR-MAIL CATALOGUE

FREE ON request.

■ANKERS : MIDLAND BANK LIMITED 794 QUEEN S DRIVE. LIVERPOOL 13

BRITISH SCIENCE - FICTION #

MILCROSS BOOK. SERVICE, as the oldest Science-Fiction Distributors 
outside the U.SJL., can offer a complete Service to Science-Fiction Fans all 
over the World. This Firm was established in 1936 as "Science-Fiction Service* 
and became "Science-Fantasy Service" after the recent World War; this year 
the name was changed to MILCROSS BOOK SERVICE at our New Address £p5 Brownlow Hill, 
IRiver pool; 3, Efland.

Amongst the Services we offer are the following:- British Science- 
Fiction Magazines, Reprints, Pocket Books and Bound Volumes will be sent 
immediately on publication to all Advance Subscribers and Standing Orders against 
your Credit may be placed for the supply of these items;

- British Bound
Volumes are offered at British Prices plus cost of Postage and Packing (usually 
10 cents per volume); we do not believe in special inflated prices for Americans, 
and in addition we can supply any New British Book on these Terms whether Science- 
Fiction or otherwise.

- Our Clients Overseas 
receive our Catalogues by Air MRil Free of Charge;

- You may remit Credit 
by any means at your disposal including Dollar Bills, Cheques, International Money 
Orders, &c.

The following are some of the Bargains we offer:-
THE BEST SCIENCE FICTION STORIES by Bleiler & Bikty - 1.35 Post Paid
THE SILVER LOCUSTS by Bay Bradbury ("The Martian Chronicles" ) 1.90 do.
WHAT MAD UNIVERSE by Fredric Brown — 1.35 do.
THUVIA, MAID OF MARS by e.R. Burroughs — 1.10 do.
THE WARLORD OF MARS by E.R. Burroughs — 1.10 do.
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE by Arthur C. Clarke (Factual) — 1.90 do.
THE SANDS OF MARS by Arthur C. Clarke — 1.60 do.
THE PRINCESS OF THE ATOM by Bay Cummings — 1.35 do.
THE LAST REVOLUTION by Lord Dunsany — 1.50 do.
TOMORROW SOMETIMES COMES by P.O. Ba. yer — 1.50 do.
THE VOYAGE OF THE SPACE EEAGLE by A.E. Van Vogt — 1.35 do.
THE DAY OF THE TRIPP IDS by John Wyndham — 1.60 do.
DREADFUL SANCTURY (U.S.A. Edition), Autographed and Inscribed to YOU personally

by Eric Frank Russell - 3.00 Post Paid.
A BOOK CAN BE GOT, WE CAN GET IT
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FOR SALE

Adventures in Time and Space, 1st, d/w, $2.25. Fury. d/w, 75/
Ship of Ishtar, Memorial Ed., d/w, $2. Black Flame, 1st, d/w, $2. 
The Wonder Stick, Coblentz, 1929, 1st, d/w, $5.
Kinsmen of the Dragon, 1st, d/w, $2.25. And Some Were
Men Against the Stars, 1st, d/w, $2. Human, 1st, d/w, $1.75.
Journey Into Infinity, 1st, d/w, $2.25.
Galactic Patrol, 1st, d/w, $2.25. Lest Darkness Fall, d/w, $2. 
Legion of Space, 1st, d/w, $2.50. Moon is Hell, 1st, d/w, $2.25. 

"Destiny" no. 1 (Autographed!), $100.00.

11 Amazing Stories, 1938 - '41; March '39 Astounding; May-June 1940 
F.F.M.; six ,1941 Fantastic Adventures, all In good to very good 
condition with covers, all for only.$5.00.

Original cover painting for first issue of FATE, only $5.00.

Amazing Stories, 36 issues: 15 in very good condition. All have 
covers, will throw in Nov. 1942 Astounding. Lot contains 1 1926, 
8 1927, 12 1928, 5 1929, 4 1930, 2 1931, 2 1932, 2 1933. 
While about half of these are in poor condition, considering the 
extreme age and rarity, the lot goes for $12.00.

I WILL PAY POSTAGE

Malcolm Willits
11848 S.E. Powell Blvd.

Portland 66, Oregon

HOW MUCH AM I OFFERED

FOR MY COPY OF

"THE OUTSIDER AND OTHERS"

CONTAINING LOVECRAFT AUTOGRAPH?

Harolid Wansborough 
311 North 10th St.
Harlingen, Texas

FANTASY, SCIENCE-FICTION 
GRAB-BAG

Have several hundred cloth 
bound books; all listed In 
Bleller's fantasy check-list; 
at 60/ each, poet paid (my 
selection). All are in good to 
fine condition: some with dust 
wrappers. Many are original 
printings. No duplicates sent, 
as all are different.

MINIMUM ORDER, $6.00 
CASH WITH ORDER 

Louis B. Jacunski 
5011 Plover, St. Louis 20, Mo.

BOOKS WANTED 
E.R.Burroughs - all except Tarzan 

H. R. Haggard - all
J. A. Altsheler - all 

All Arkham House Publns. 
Terror and Uncanny Tales - all 

Spicy Myst., West., Advent. - all 
Joseph Di Stefano — Books 

1200 Decatur St.
Brooklyn 7, New York

Science Fiction Books 

and Magazines Sold 

PROMPT ATTENTION TO WANT LISTS

Henry Lipton 
558 E. 5th St. 

Brooklyn 18, N. Y.

M. McNeil, 2010 McClendon, Houston 25, Texas, has: 5 different 
BLUE BOOK & ARGOSY, 1922 - 43 with STF for $1.25. 10 for $2.25. 
Will allow $2.00 credit for copy of MEN OF OTHER PLANETS. 50 
excerpts $2.50. Most 5 yrs old or better. MOON CONQUERORS, $1.50.
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Advertising in thia section is at the regular 
rates: 60/ for one column inch, etc. - Micro 
Ad copy must be submitted fully prepared. It 
may be typed (with a reasonably new ribbon, 
please) or written, printed, and/or drawn in 
black ink. Copy should be exactly twice the 
size in each dimension of the magazine space 
it is to occupy, e.g., a column inch would be 
4| by 2 inches. As always, most copy require
ments may be inferred by measuring space and 
counting characters in the magazine.

MOVIE FANTASY
8X10 inch still photographs from fantasy at 
science fiction motion pictures. Our cata
logue is practically a checklist of films 
of this genre. Send for a free copy to:

HISTORIC CINEMA SERVICE 
272B Hyland Street 
Cresskill, N.J.

MARS MOVIE!
"MARS” la a 16mm science fiction sound 
movie available for home or club rental. 
Write for free illustrated information.

HISTORIC CINEMA SERVICE 
272B Hyland Street 
Cresskill, I.J.

Fantasy Books for Sale

Many Rare Items 

Send for List 

Haggards a Specialty

S.B.Myers, 904 Forest Ave., Ann Arbor,Mich.

FOR SALE: Out of Print aRKHAM HOUSE BOOKS 
BloohT^PENER OF THE ?ZAY, xlent in d/w, $ U 
Lovecraft, BEYOND TTALL OF SLEEP, fair in dw 
Calth, LOST WORLDS, xlent in d/w, $ 5/ $ 20 

FOR SALE: Several hundred etf and fantasy 
magazines, very good to poor oond., mostly 
dated 19*5-1951 and priced from 15* to 25*. 
Send wants or ask for free list, enclosing 
stamped, self-addressed envelope for reply.

Fredrio Marlow
2JS Trumbull avenue SE Warren, Ohio

SPME5HIP
Get the most for your money—SPACESHIP, the 
largest regularly-appearing 10/ fanmag to- 
dayl 26 large mimeographed pages, a leader 
in quantity and quality. Articles, fiction 
and poetry, art, all branches of the fan
tasy field. Only 10/ per copy, 3/25/:

Bob Silverberg, Editor
760 Montgomery Street, Brooklyn 13» N.Y.

Scieice F iction Digest 
combined with

COSMAG
25|Z JANUARY 1952 6 fOr t1'26

Featuring 

THE IMMORTAL TEACUP

A Serial History of British Fandom 

By Walter A. Willis

ATLANTA SCIENCE FICTION ORGANIZATION 
459 Sterling St. N.E.

Atlanta - Georgia

WANTED! Issues of, or information about titles, au
thors, covers, of 1952-1940 issues of the following 
aacabre nagazines. For index. Uli bur or borrow.

DIME MISTERI, EERIE MISTERIES, EERIE STORIES, 
HORROR STORIES, MISTERI NOVELS & SHORT STORIES, 
MISTKRI TALES, REAL MISTERI MAGAZINE, SINISTER 

STORIES, SPICY MISTERI, STARTLING MISTKRI, STRANGE 
DETECTIVE MISTERIES, TERROR TALES. THRILLING 

MISTERI, UNCANNY TALES (U.S.), etc.
Wants in Magazines & Books solicited. Reasonable. 
# Wb. N. Austin - 5517 W. 67th - Seattle 7, Wash.#

For Sale

Recent Science Fiction Magazines 

5 for $1,12 for $2,30 for $5.

Amazing Stories,Fantastic Adv.

Super Science,Planet Stories etc.

Henry Lipton 558 E.5St B»klyn 18N.Y.

Rainbow in the Valley-1 IEREDITH, Fantastics- 
HEAHT, Grand Guignol Stories-LEVEL, Daughter 
of the Sun-SABE, Whistling Ancestors-GODDARD 
Spook Stories-DEFSOTI, Stellar Missiles-REPP 
Body Made Alive-MAR3H,Light Invisible-BENSON 
F. Novels-Vol. 1^, Panics, Jewel of 7 Stars 
STOKER.$1.00 each.The Gold Tooth-TAINE$1.50 
Cleopatra-HAGGARD, Gather Darkness-LEIBER 
Golden Fleece-Vol.1#3, Telefair-RICE. .50/ 
each, or will trade. Bea Dusenberry, 270* 
S. W. California St., Portland 19, Oregon

■ ANTED
BIS Journal, Sept. 1948 (Vol. 7, No. 5) 
Wegener—Origin of Continents k Oceans 
Forrest—Atlantean Continent ‘
Strabo—Geography (Vol. 1 only) (Bohn Id.) 
T E Lawrence by His Friends
Forbes, J F—Unchronicled Past
Toynbee—Study of History (Vols 4, 5 k 6) 
Wells, H. G.—Conquest of Time

Arthur Louis Joquel II 
Box 2243, Loe Angelas 53, California

Now DIGEST size for neater l^lks3! 1 
( Better hurry, limited edition)

933 W. Latham, 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

-----------  _45. -----------------------------------------------------------

FOR SALE

"Weapon Makers" - Van Vogt - $12.50
"Galactic Patrol" - E. E. Smith - 1.75 
"Divide & Rule" - L. S. de Camp - 1.75

All are Fine in d/w

G. C. Mayer
1 River Ridge Charlestown, Ind.



nf W"X w 4^4 ^"*1 W Tl^TrT, 1C% CA3*' DISCOUNT ON mint
Ifi 1 L I > 1 9 I J 1^ ■ TITLES OF YOUR OWN CHOICE. LIN
IU//U * ITED QUANTITIES, SO ORDER EARLY

DEDUCT 10jC FROM PRICES LISTED BELOW SEI© PAYMENT WITH ORDER. KO COD
Order Fromi W H Groveman, 1900 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn 26, N.Y. ALL BOOKS SENT POSTPAID.

ADVENTURES IN TOMORROW, ed. Croaaen J.50 
A MARTIAN ODYSSEY, Weinbaum J. 00 
AI© SOME WERE HUMAN, del Ray J. 00 
AFTER 12000 YEARS, Coblentz J. 00 
BLACK FLAME, Weinbaum J. 00 
BEYCI© THIS HORIZON, Heinlein J.CO 
BLONDE GODDESS, Richards 2.00 
BEST GHOST STORIES OF M.R. JAMES 1.00 
BEST SCIENCE FICTION, 1950, ed. Bleiler 2.95 
BEST SCIENCE FICTION, 1951, ed. Bleiler 2.95 
BEST CF SCIENCE FICTION, ed. Conklin J. JO 
BLIND SPOT, Hall 4 Flint J.JO 
BRIDGE CF LIGHT, Verrill J.00 
BEYOND INFINITY, Carr 2.75 
BIG BOCK OF SCIENCE FICTION, ed. Conklin}.00 
BULLARD OF THE SPACE PATROL, Jameson 2.50 
CARNELIAN CUBE, de Camp J.OC 
COME KOT LUCIFER, anthology 2.00 
CLOCK STRIKES TWELVE, Wakefield ' J. 00 

COSMIC GEOIDS, Taine J.00 
COMETEERS, Williamson J.00 
COSMIC ENGINEERS, Simak 2.50 
CASTLE OF IRCK, de Camp & Pratt 2.50 
CONAN THE CONQUEROR, Howard 2.75 
CITY AT WORLD’S EID, Hamilton 2.75 
CARNACKI, THE GHOST FINDER, Hodgson J.00 
DIVIDE AID RULE, de Camp J. CO 
DARKER THAN YOU THINK, Williamson J.00 
DOLL AND ONE OTHER, Blackwood l.JO 
DARK CARNIVAL, Bradbury J.00 
DEATH'S DEPUTY, Hubbard 2.50 
DARK MUSIC, Snow 2.50 
DEVIL'S GUARD, Mundy 2.50 
DWELLERS IN THE MIRAGE, Merritt J.00 
DRACULA, Stoker 1.25 
DREADFUL SANCTUARY, Russell 2.75 
DREAMING JEWELS, Sturgeon 2.50 
DOORWAYS TO SPACE, Baill Wells 2.5C 
DARK OTHER, Weinbaum J.CO 
EXILES OF TIME, Bond 2.50 
EVERY BOY’S BOOK OF SCIENCE-FICTION,

ed. Wollheim 2.75
FAMOUS GHOST STORIES, ed. Cerf 1.25 
FORBIDDEN GARDEN, Taine J.00 
FIRST LENSMAN, E.E. Smith J.00 
PRO!-! OFF THI© WORLD, ed. L. Margulies 2.95 
FIN AD BLACKOUT, Hubbard J.00 
FEARFUL PLEASURES, Coppard 5.00 
FOUI©ATION, Asimov 2.75 
FOURTH BOOK CF JORKENS, Dunsany J.00 
FROM DEATH TO THE STARS, Hubbard J.CO 
FLIGHT INT0 4PACE, ed. Wollheim 2.75 
FCUR SIDED TK ANGLE, Temple 2.75

MASTERS OF TIME, Van Vogt J.CO 
MEN AGAINST THE STARS, ed. Greenberg 2.95 
MURDER MADNESS, Leinster 2.75 
MINIONS OF THE MOOK, Beyer 2.50 
MISS PICKERELL GOES TO MARS (juvenile),

MacGregor 2.2J 
KAK WHO SOLD THE MOCK, Heinlein J.00 
MACHII© GCD LAUGHS, Pragnell l.JO 
MOCK IS HELL, Campbell J. 00 
NOMAD, George 0. Smith J.00 
NOT LONG FOR THIS WORLD, Derleth J.00 
NIGHT'S BLACK AGENTS, Leiber J.00 
OUT OF THE UNKNOWN, Van Vogt J. 00 
OLD UGLY FACE, Mundy J. 00 
OMNIBUS OF TD3, Farley J.JO 
PORCELAIN MAGICIAN, Owen J. 00 
PATTERN FOR COKQUBST, George 0. Smith 2.J0 
PILGRIMS THROUGH SPACE 4 TIME, Bailey 5.00 
PURPLE CLOUD, Shiel l.OC 
PLANETS OF ADVENTURE, Basil Wells J.00 
PEOPLE OF THE COMET, Hall 2.00 
PORT OF PERIL, Kline 2.00 
ROADS, Quinn 2.00 
REVELATIONS IN BLACK, Jacobi J. 00 
RADIUM POOL, Repp J. 00 
RADIO MAN, Farley 2. JO 
RAT RACE, Franklin J.00 
RENAISSANCE, Raymond F. Jones 2.75 
RALPH 124C 41 PLUS, Gernsback 2.JO 

ROGUE QUEEN, de Camp 2.75 
SPACEHOUNDS OF IPC, E.E. Smith J. 00 
SINISTER BARRIER, Russell J.00 
SKYLARK OF VALERON, E.E.Smith J.00 
SEVEN GOTHIC TALES, Dinesen 1.2} 
SEVEN OUT OF TIME, Zagat J.00 
SEVEN SCIENCE FICTION KOVELS OF H.G. WELLS

5.95
SIXTH COLUMN, Heinlein 2.JO 
SOLITARY HUNTERS 4 THE ABYSS, Keller J.00 
SOMETHING ABOUT CATS, Lovecraft J.00 
SKULL FACE AND OTHERS, Howard J.00 
SLAVES OF SLEEP, Hubbard J.00 
SIDEWISE IN TIME, Leinster J.00 
STELLAR MISSILES, Repp 2.75 
SHIP OF ISHTAR, Merritt J.JO 
SKYLARK OF SPACE, E.E. Smith J.00 
SUNKEN WORLD, Coblentz ’.00 
SEEDS OF LIFE, Taine 2.75 
SEETEE SHIP, Will Stewart 2.75 
SPACE ON MY HANDS, Fredric Brown 2.50 
SATANISM AI© WITCHCRAFT, Michelet 2.00 
SOMETHING NEAR, Derleth J.00 
SHADOW GIRL, Cunnings l.JO 
STRANGE AI© FANTASTIC STORIES, ed. J. Mar-

golles 4.J0
TRIPLANETARY, E.E.Smith J.00 
THE TORCH, Bechdoldt 2.50 
TITUS GROAN, Peake J.00 

TRAVELERS OF SPACE, ed. Greenberg 5.95 
TREASURY OF SCIENCE-FICTION, ed. Conklin J.00 
TORTURE GARDEN, Mirbeau J.00 
THIS MORTAL COIL, Aaquith J.CO 
TOMORROW AI© TOMORROW, Padgett 2.75 
TRAVELING GRAVE 4 OTHER STORIES,Hartley J.00 
THRONE OF SATURN, Wright J.00 
TO WALK THE NIGHT, Sloane 1.00 
TYPEWRITER IK THE SKY 4 FEAR, Hubbard 2.75 
UNDESIRED PRINCESS, de Camp J.00 
VENUS EQUILATERAL, Campbell J.00 
WITHOUT SORCERY, Sturgeon J.00 
WITCH HOUSE, Walton 2.JO 
WEST INDIA LIGHTS, Whitehead J.00 
WEB OF EASTER ISLAND, Wandrei J.00 
WHEELS OF IF, de Camp J.00 
WORLD BELOW, Wright J.JO 
WORLD OF WCKDER, ed. Pratt J.95 
WORLDS OF WONDER, Stapledon J.00 
WORKS OF M.P. SHIEL, Morae 6.00 
WEAPON SHOPS OF ISHER, Van Vogt 2.7J 
WHEN THE BIRDS FLY SOUTH, Coblentz l.JO 
WINE OF THE DREAMERS, MacDonald 2.75 
HOMOSEXUAL IK AMERICA, Cory 4.00 
POETICA EROTICA, ed. T.R. Smith J.77
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GENIUS LOCI, Clark Ashton Smith J.00
GREEN HILLS OF EARTH, Heinlein J.00
GEKU3 HCC40, de Camp and Miller J.OC
GREAT TALES OF TERROR AND THE SUPERNATURAL, 

ed. Wise and Fraser 2.4}

GREEN MAN OF GRAYPEC, Pragnell 2.5O
GALACTIC PATROL, E.E. Snith J.00
HOMUNCULUS, Ke11e r 2. JO
HOUSE ON THE BORDERLAND, Hodgson 5.00
HOUNDS OF TH© ALOS, Long J.00
HOUSE THAT STOOD STILL, Van Vogt 2.50
HIDDEN UNIVERSE, Farley 2.00
INCREDIBLE PLANET, Campbell J.00
I SAY SUNRISE, Mundy 2.50
INCOMPLETE ENCHANTER, de Camp 2.50
I, ROBOT, Asimov 2. JO
IRON STAR, Taine J.00
JOHN CARSTAIRS, SPACE DETECTIVE, Long 2.5O 
JOURNEY TO INFINITY, ed. Greenberg J.JO
KID FROM MARS, Friend 2.5O
KINGSLAYER, Hubbard J.00
KINSMEN OF THE DRAGON, Mullen 5.5O
KRAKATIT, Capek 2.50
LEST DARKNESS FALL, de Camp J.00
LOCKING BACKWARD, Bellamy 1.25
LORDS OF CREATION, Binder J.00
LIFE EVERLASTING, Keller 5.5°
LURKER AT THE THRESHOLD, Lovecraft 2.50
MY BEST SCIENCE-FICTION STORIES, ed. L.

Margulies and Oscar Friend J.95



A COPY OF Wm. M. TIMLIN'S FAMOUS AND EXCEEDINGLY RARE

THE SHIP THAT SAILED TO MARS
WILL BE AWARDED AS THE FIRST PRIZE IN A

HERE’S THE PITCH:

Contestants are to get new subscribers to Science Fiction Advertiser 
at the eight issues for one dollar rate. You’ll have six months to find 
them (this is a valuable prize we’re giving away and we have to make 
it do as big a job as possible). And there’H be these other prizes:

2nd PRIZE: a 100% cash refund of all subscription money 
submitted by this prize-winner

3rd through 5th PRIZES: a 50% cash refund of all 
subscription money submitted by the individual prize - winner 
EVERYBODY ELSE who submits 4 or more new subscription orders 

will be given a cash refund of 25% of thelr^totals
Each New Subscriber and

EACH CONTESTANT SUBMITTING AT LEAST 2 NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS 
will be given a copy of a booklet of reproductions of paintings by 

MORRIS SCOTT DOLLENS r
(description of the booklet will be given in the next issue)

EVERYBODY WINS!!'.
HERE’S THE NECESSARY LEGAL DATA:
1. The contest is open to all SFA subscribers and trading editors.
2. A ‘new’ subscriber shall for this purpose be defined as one who has 

not previously been a subscriber since the November 1951 issue.
3. Shorter than $1 subscriptions won’t count and larger ones, though 

acceptable, will count only as $l subs. to refund-winning contestants 
4. Contestants should mail in their accummulated orders once ea«h

two months, before publication time (say, around the last of April, 
June, and August). New subscribers may send in their orders 
themselves and designate the contestant who is to be credited.

5. Subscription orders postmarked through September 10th will be 
honored, and winners will be announced in our November issue.

ABOUT THE FIRST PRIZE: This book has been called ‘the most 
beautiful and valuable fantasy book ever published’, and we think its 
winner will agree. It’s over 12” high, 2” thick, bound in half vellum; 
the text (which is strictly fantasy, not s-f) is reproduced from beautv- 
ful hand lettering, and it and the 49 wonderful, full color pictures are 
each separately mounted on mat paper. An ad in this magazine last 
year, offering $500 for a copy, flushed only 3 (and one of these was not 
for sale at the offered price?). THIS IS A BOOK THAT YOU MIGHT 
NEVER FIND AGAIN. ONE THAT THE WINNER WILL TREASURE FOR 
AS LONG AS HE READS OR COLLECTS BOOKS OF ANY KIND.

PEP TALK: The chance at such a prize .is worth some sort of invest
ment of your time and, if necessary, your money. For example, you 
might buy a few extra copies of this issue of SFA to use in your sub
scriber hunting. It might pay you to spend time and postage in writing 
letters, or to place small ads in fan magazines, or to hire sandwich
sign men or sky-writers. The editor will hate to lose The Ship, but -

GO TO IT. MENI
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